The deteriorating security situation for aid workers remains one of the vital but overlooked issues in humanitarian aid. Despite advancements in ensuring respect for International Humanitarian Law, violations of its rules remain a widespread problem. The increase in attacks against aid workers in recent years once again raises questions concerning the scope of their protection and ways to improve it. One principal reason behind this negative trend has been the shift in the nature of conflicts and the role of the “war on terror” in undermining the law's authority. Other reasons stem from internal developments of humanitarian actors, namely a lack of transparency or the cooptation of aid. This results in increased politicization and the disintegration of the civilian nature of humanitarian assistance.

There is a need to reassess the role IHIL can play in keeping aid workers safe. With non-State armed groups at the center of contemporary conflicts, engaging them is not longer only an option, but becomes a necessity. Traditionally, studies have focused on why actors violate International Humanitarian Law rather than on what encourages them to respect it. Relying only on sanctions has proven to be rather ineffective. With a focus on the incentive structure of International Humanitarian Law, the author will analyze the recurring violations from a different angle in order to understand the rationale inducing armed groups to respect it, and to propose viable approaches for the future. There now is a development towards a customary international rule that can curtail a State's scope of action in treating non-State armed groups. The accumulation of customary law relating to non-international armed conflict, the convergence of International Humanitarian Law applicable in international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict, the protection awarded by International Human Rights Law and the practice of amnesties suggest that the extension of combatant status and Prisoners of War privileges should be possible.

Analyzing these developments, the author proposes the application of International Humanitarian Law without making a distinction as to the source of obligation to all parties involved in a conflict, as a promising way to achieve greater adherence to International Humanitarian Law and thus a solution to keep aid workers safe.
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Preface

The body of legal norms called “International Humanitarian Law“ historically developed in response to outrageous human suffering, as a result of warfare and resulting cruelties and disasters, be they intentional or non-intentional. IHL represents an attempt of the international community at least to alleviate the fate of civilians as well as combatants. New challenges have caused ever-new adaptations. In this sense, IHL has always been dynamic. What we are currently witnessing, however, affects certain core presuppositions on which the whole system of IHL is premised. Examples include the strategic involvement of civilians in acts of warfare, the growing military significance of non-state actors (e.g. terrorist groups), the denial of any “neutral space” in times of violent escalation, abduction of aid workers in conflict situation and an increasing cynicism even among major political players. Reinhold Erdt tackles such fundamental contemporary challenges in a systematic manner. His analysis is based on practical examples, a short historical account of the development of IHL, solid knowledge of relevant academic literature and, last but not least, the personal insights he gained as a young practitioner in this field.

The text is a revised version of a Master thesis, for which the author was awarded the Fritz and Maria Hofmann price of the Friedrich Alexander University (FAU) of Erlangen-Nuremberg. I would like to use this short preface to extend my congratulations to Reinhold Erdt and to recommend his book to all those interested in and concerned about the future of International Humanitarian Law in our increasingly fragmented world.

Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. Heiner Bielefeldt (Professor of human rights and human rights politics at the FAU and former UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief)
Abstract

The deteriorating security situation for aid workers remains one of the vital but overlooked issues in humanitarian aid. Despite advancements in ensuring respect for International Humanitarian Law, violations of its rules remain a widespread problem. The increase in attacks against aid workers in recent years once again raises questions concerning the scope of their protection and ways to improve it. One principal reason behind this negative trend has been the shift in the nature of conflicts and the role of the “war on terror” in undermining the laws authority. Other reasons stem from internal developments of humanitarian actors, namely a lack of transparency or the co-optation of aid. This results in increased politicization and the disintegration of the civilian nature of humanitarian assistance.

There is a need to reassess the role IHL can play in keeping aid workers safe. With non-State armed groups at the center of contemporary conflicts, engaging them is not longer only an option, but becomes a necessity.

Traditionally, studies have focused on why actors violate International Humanitarian Law rather than on what encourages them to respect it. Relying only on sanctions has proven to be rather ineffective. With a focus on the incentive structure of International Humanitarian Law, this thesis will analyze the reoccurring violations from a different angle in order to understand the rationale inducing armed groups to respect it and to propose viable approaches for the future. There now is a development towards a customary international rule that can curtail a State’s scope of action in treating non-State armed groups. The accumulation of customary law relating to non-international armed conflict, the convergence of International Humanitarian Law applicable in international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict, the protection awarded by
Abstract

International Human Rights Law and the practice of amnesties suggest that the extension of combatant status and Prisoners of War privileges should be possible.

This thesis demonstrates that incentives are central in understanding and influencing behavior of non-State armed groups and proposes the application of International Humanitarian Law without making a distinction as to the source of obligation to all parties involved in a conflict, as a promising way to achieve greater adherence to International Humanitarian Law and thus a tangible solution to keep aid workers safe.
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The ICRC in Afghanistan

The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) has been working in conflicts since its establishment, and in Afghanistan for 30 continuous years. The security in Afghanistan seems to be deteriorating in general, but this is especially true with regard to aid worker security. The ICRC has had serious problems in the past, but the years 2016 and 2017 proved to be particular troublesome. In December 2016, one international staff member was abducted and held hostage for a month. In February 2017, six Afghan staff members were killed during an attack on an ICRC aid convoy. Two staff members were abducted and released only seven months later. Following this attack, the ICRC suspended all operations, but resumed its work gradually. And then on September 11, 2017, the Spanish physiotherapist Lorena Enebral Perez was killed while working in a disability rehabilitation center. A patient, who was coming to the rehabilitation center for 19 years, targeted her with a weapon concealed in his wheelchair. These tragic events show just how difficult humanitarian work has become in Afghanistan. And when aid services are disrupted, it is the most vulnerable who pay the immediate price. But the long-term effects, such as avoidable deaths, spreading diseases, untreated disabilities and economic loss, have a more far-reaching impact.

The increase in attacks against aid workers in recent years once again raises questions concerning the scope of their protection and ways to improve it. One principal reason behind

---


this negative trend has been the shift in the nature of conflicts and the role of the “war on terror” in undermining the laws authority. Other reasons stem from internal developments of humanitarian actors, namely a lack of transparency or the cooptation of aid. This results in increased politicization and the disintegration of the civilian nature of humanitarian assistance. There is no doubt that armed conflict changes over time and a proliferation of non-international armed conflicts (NIAC) can be observed. Nevertheless, the examples of Kosovo 1999, Afghanistan 2001 and Iraq 2003 show that predictions about the demise of traditional international armed conflict (IAC) are to some extent premature. A comprehensive assessment about whether the nature of conflict has changed, could help distinguish what challenges for International Humanitarian Law (IHL) are new, and what challenges are in fact old problems for which current scrutiny highlights controversies in the existing law. It becomes clear, however, that with the number of NIAC now prevailing over the number of IAC\(^3\), there is a need to reassess the role IHL can play in keeping aid workers\(^4\) safe. With non-State armed groups\(^5\) at the center of these contemporary conflicts, engaging them is not longer only an option, but becomes a necessity.


\(^4\) This thesis regards aid workers as humanitarian relief personnel, personnel to humanitarian assistance missions and individuals engaged with humanitarian aid.

\(^5\) There is no shortage of terms describing parties to a conflict that are not State forces: rebels, insurgents, organized armed groups, and non-State forces. In this thesis, I will use the term non-State armed group, in order to sufficiently differentiate them from State armies, but also to suggest that such groups might achieve high levels of organization, control of territory and effectiveness and thus may approach parity with State armies.
Despite advancements in ensuring respect for IHL, violations of its rules remain a widespread problem. Traditionally, studies have focused on why actors violate IHL rather than on what encourages them to respect it. Relying only on sanctions has proven to be rather ineffective. With a focus on the incentive structure of IHL, this thesis will analyze the reoccurring violations from a different angle in order to understand the rationale inducing armed groups to respect it and to propose viable approaches for the future. Due to the confinements of this thesis, in pursuing the question how to keep aid workers safe, it will focus on non-State armed groups in NIAC, and how to increase their adherence to IHL by improving upon incentives the law provides.

I will start with a short overview of the applicable legal framework, the status of aid workers under IHL and the incentive structure of IHL, before analyzing inherent problems of the legal framework as well as problems posed by the new reality of armed conflict. To that end I will analyze what role counter terror legislation and the criminalization of aid play. This thesis will focus on NIAC, but not without clarifying the dichotomy of IAC and NIAC and how the trend of invoking IHL without making the distinction as of the source of obligation could achieve convergence. These endeavors will culminate in a display of viable approaches, analyzing whether a right to provide humanitarian aid exists, the role amnesties and the NGO Geneva Call can play. I will analyze how the old practice of recognizing belligerency could pave a way to increased protection for aid workers and how non-State armed groups could take part in the creation of IHL. And while backlash to these approaches will be inevitable, even modest improvements in IHL acceptance and compliance may very well be worth the effort. It is in the service of laying the groundwork for such efforts that this thesis concentrates on an incentive-oriented approach to aid worker security.
2 – A new Reality of Armed Conflict

2.1 – The Status of Aid Workers under IHL

Humanitarian personnel benefit form special protection under IHL. It provides for a sound protection of medical personnel\(^6\) and aid workers in general.\(^7\) The assessment of the scope of protection requires in each case the distinction between different types of conflict and different types of aid workers, as well as a review of national laws. IHL distinguishes between medical personnel, auxiliary personnel, hospital ship personnel, medical aircraft crews and members of other medical transports, religious personnel and other relief personnel.\(^8\) The different levels of legal protection are recognized, but it has been stressed that all medical and religious personnel, regardless of their type of work, should be respected.\(^9\) The obligation to respect and protect aid workers is also laid down in a number of instruments and in resolutions by the UN.\(^10\) The emergence


\(^7\) Geneva Convention IV, Article 30, 59 – 63, 143; Additional Protocol I, Article 71.


\(^10\) The UN Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 2286, strongly condemning “acts of violence, attacks and threats against the wounded and sick, medical personnel and humanitarian personnel exclusively engaged in medical duties, their means of transport and equipment, as well as hospitals and other medical facilities” and also highlighted “the long-term consequenc-
of a customary protection regime is debated and not all States have accepted the ICRC’s conclusion, that these instruments and resolutions now form a part of customary IHL, only because no official contrary action by states has been found, and alleged violations of these rules were routinely denied. The Geneva Conventions recognize the ICRC’s role as a principal guardian of IHL and establish specific rules for personnel working under its emblems. The clear identification of aid workers through, for example, the emblems of a red cross or a red crescent is a source of protection. Having understood the importance of these emblems, States envisaged an Additional Protocol III, introducing the addition of a new emblem, the red crystal, as a symbol of the universal assistance of victims to armed conflict. This addition can be seen as an attempt to increase the perception of neutrality in particular contexts of conflict, where the symbol of a cross or crescent can be perceived as having a religious or political significance.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{12}}\text{Additional Protocol III}\]
The protection of aid workers is not unlimited. In IAC, aid workers and medical personnel have specific protection under IHL as long as they don’t “act harmful to the enemy, outside their humanitarian function”. In NIAC, the loss of protection is similarly formulated in that aid workers will lose their protection if they commit “hostile acts, outside their humanitarian function”. But some acts, such as caring for the wounded and sick, or the presence on a battlefield to collect the wounded, never lead to loss of protection, even though they can be harmful to the enemy, because these acts are not outside their humanitarian function. This is also true, even if the beneficiaries are enemy combatants and helping them enhances their military capacity. However, IHL does not define the concept of acts harmful to the enemy, nor the consequences and the duration of the loss of special protection. According to the ICRC, acts harmful to the enemy refer to “acts the purpose or effect of which is to harm the adverse party by facilitating or impeding military operations.” Under customary law, acts of sheltering or transporting combatants, arms or ammunition under the protection of the symbols amount to acts harmful to the enemy. Other instances include the use of medical facilities as observation posts or as a shield against attack. Most authors consider the concept of acts harmful to the enemy as to be larger as direct participation in hostilities. Civilian aid workers, who

14 Additional Protocol II, Article 11.
for one reason or the other, lose their protection, remain civilians and therefore may only be attacked if, and for such time, as they directly participate in hostilities. The intentional direct targeting of personnel involved in humanitarian assistance represents a war crime in IAC and NIAC, as long as such personnel are entitled to the protection due to their civilian status under IHL.\footnote{International Criminal Court (2002): Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.}

of war. But the fact that states can still use devastating weapons is hard to dismiss. This is especially true with regard to contemporary conflicts, in which cyber attack and new weapon systems can have annihilating effects. It has been argued that combatants, who meet the hollow requirements of IHL by simply following military self-interest, receive a powerful tool that endorses military necessity without substantive limitations and that protects even controversial conduct. But arguing that “by legitimating conduct, the laws serve to promote it” would be wrong.

There is a fundamental paradox. Aid can prolong war, and with it the suffering it intends to alleviate. Proponents of war with no limits argue that all-out war would result in a shorter war, thus lessen suffering. They argue that humanitarian aid could prevent a conflict to take its natural path, which could faster result in peace. Humanitarian action could, for example, free up State resources, such as medical supplies for military purposes, thereby prolonging conflict. It has been argued further that conflict is the driver of change and “some conflicts


must be intensified before they are resolved”. Some conflicts, it is said, are better left to burn out on their own. But the stakes in these potential crises seem too high for a wait-and-see approach. And even if there is danger in escalating conflict through humanitarian aid, in standing idle lies the far greater danger.

The ICRC considers violence against aid workers as “one of the most crucial, yet overlooked humanitarian issues today”. And the consequences of attacks on aid workers represent one of the main challenges for IHL. In order to improve upon this situation, it is vital to not only understand reasons for IHL violations, but also how aid workers through their work can exert influence over such violations. Aid workers are influential interlocutors to States, but also often the only ones able to neutrally interact with non-State armed groups.

2.2 – Reasons for IHL Violations

State actors and non-State armed groups have converging, but also differing reasons and explanations of non-compliance. Why conflicting parties violate IHL is not only a question of law, but also has sociological, cultural and psychological aspects. A multidisciplinary approach towards the causes of violations of IHL, covering the full spectrum of scientific fields such as sociology, psychology and anthropology could help to establish a fuller understanding. Aspects of crime, opportun


ism, war aims, psycho-sociological reasons and aspects connected to the individual play a role. Engaging all aspects at length would surmount what is possible due to the confines of this thesis, but important examples need to be addressed. Furthermore, the thesis focuses on psycho-sociological reasons for IHL violation and the ICRC’s response.

In certain cases, aid workers are perceived as to having forfeited their protective status, because their actions seemed to have helped the enemy, willingly or not.

“There have been several prominent cases in which NGOs were targeted as a result of their activities being perceived as either non-neutral or in violation of Afghanistan’s cultural or religious customs.”

The question of the protective status will become a question of guilt and innocence. In other cases, aid workers are deliberately targeted because of their protective status. Violations of IHL and attacks on aid workers need to be assessed locally in order to understand the reasons behind them. They should however be also placed in a wider context of terrorist tactics that target aid workers out of political reasons, as “attacks carry a global statement”. This reasoning is nothing new to the ICRC. The 2003 murder of one ICRC delegate by the Taliban in Afghanistan shattered the assumption that neutrality and effective work would always keep aid workers safe. The attackers were no strangers to the ICRC. They were both outfitted with prosthetic legs by the organization. The perpetrators have justified the killing of an aid worker, representing a symbol


of the imperial West fighting against Islam, through the notion of a just war. When aid workers become dehumanized, violence against them becomes justified.

Aid workers are targeted in order to destabilize areas, as a propaganda vehicle and revenue stream. Groups wanting to bring attention to their cause use attacks on aid workers as a means to demonstrate their own prowess, the weakness of their victims and the inability of rules and principles to protect them. According to that logic, the risk for aid workers does neither stem from confusion over their role and principles, nor from the ignorance of IHL, but rather from their insistence on humanitarian principles. Political targeting of aid workers has become a military tactic of choice for non-State armed groups and cannot be explained as mistake or misunderstanding. It is used to demoralize adversaries and mobilize supporters.

“Being an aid giver alone is enough reason to become a target, regardless of affiliations or cooperation with Western powers”.

Attacks on aid workers can thus be regarded as a particular form of terrorism. They are carried out because perpetrators seek to gain power by targeting potent international symbols of humanitarian law.

---


Violations of IHL can stem from deep-seated hatred, malice, ancient ethnic rivalries or the desire for vengeance. And while there is merit to those explanations, there are also shortcomings, the most significant being that this line of argument cannot fully account for variations in violence over time, because it focuses on the static components of an often-dynamic situation. These temporal variations in the violence against civilians and aid workers can be better explained by a loss in human and material resources prior to the violence. IHL violations are sometimes simply instrumental to the non-State armed groups’ strategy. Aid workers are abducted to extort ransom payments and in order to profit from their skills. In addition, concluding that violations of IHL do not yield advantages is naive. Targeting hospitals and aid workers can deprive opponents of medical and humanitarian assistance. Actors use violence when they believe it to advance their goals.

Non-State armed groups often justify IHL violations through the military superiority of the States they fight against. But it is important to put a possible advantage into perspective. The temptation of a short-term gain is real, even if there are long-term agreements. Even despite the long shadow of the future, non-State armed groups can have reasons to opt for violation of IHL.

“The greater the division of warring parties and the greater the commitment of the parties to their goals, the greater the dete-


36 ibid., p. 18.

37 ibid., p. 15.
rioration in adherence to the principles of IHL and their application.”

The duration and intensity of violence and traumatizing experiences of war have a positive impact on the adherence to IHL. The more people are involved in a conflict, the more likely they are to have a positive view of IHL. This perception is however contested.

Violations of IHL involve moral disengagement and are justified by group behavior and the lack of sense of responsibility. Behavior is dependent upon current circumstances, external situations and the environment. Research has shown that in determining behavior, the power of situations is more


41 “The behaviour of combatants is determined mainly by three parameters: (1) their position within a group, which leads them to behave in conformity with what the group expects of them, (2) their position in a hierarchical structure which leads them to obey authority (because they perceive it as legitimate or it acts on them as a coercive force, or a mixture of the two), (3) the process of moral disengagement favoured by the war situation, which authorizes recourse to violence against those defined as being the enemy.” Muñoz-Rojas, Daniel; Frésard, Jean-Jacques (2004): The Roots of Behaviour in War: Understanding and Preventing IHL Violations, ICRC, Geneva, p. 15.

42 Heider, Frtz (1958): The psychology of interpersonal relations. New York: Wiley.
An individual’s moral sense has to step back behind its aim to show him worthy of being a group member. This situation favors the attenuation of personal responsibility and poses a great risk for adherence to IHL standards. The effects of group affiliation and conformity suggest that even though individual actors might favor IHL, pressure from leaders and group affiliation often is more significant in respecting it. This is especially true for non-State armed groups, where violations are often minimized, denied or justified, coupled with the tendency to dehumanize the adversary and to shift responsibility to the command level. Members of such groups are themselves often victimized, humiliated and traumatized in order to socialize them into war. When authorities define goals, which need to be achieved by all means, violation of certain values seems to be acceptable. Once leaders equate aid workers with enemies, combatants convince themselves that violation of IHL is necessary. A lack of specific orders to uphold IHL or a tacit authorization of its violation also creates an environment, where aid workers cannot longer rely on IHL to keep them safe. Another problem is, that in a fragmented conflict like in Afghanistan leaders do not necessarily have full control over all armed actors involved.

“The training of the bearers of weapons, strict orders as to the conduct to adopt and effective sanctions in the event of failure

\[\text{References}\]


to obey them are the prerequisites to obtain greater respect for IHL”.  

The ICRC heavily relies on teaching and disseminating the importance of principles of IHL in keeping their workers safe to both States and non-State armed groups. The ICRC further repeatedly reminds conflict participants of their obligations under IHL. Actors can apply humanitarian norms only in so far as they are aware of them and dissemination in peacetime is more promising compared to a time where armed conflict already broke out. The integration of IHL in military manuals, civil instructions and domestic legislation can avoid violations in times of conflict. But these measures may not be enough. Strengthening compliance amidst recurrent violations of IHL is as indispensable as ever for the protection of aid workers. Negotiation, IHL integration and cooperation are evolutionary processes. The ICRC should keep up encounters and negotiation processes with all parties, because if those parties know that the number of encounters remains limited, it might pay for them to violate IHL.

Relying only on the legal aspect of IHL fosters a mentality where ethical or moral compliance is not relevant to the deci-


\[\text{\textsuperscript{47}}\text{“The ICRC has ceaselessly reminded all parties of their obligations under international humanitarian law, in particular the Geneva Conventions, as it applies to the Afghan conflict. It has received assurances in this connection from the highest authorities.” ICRC (2001): Press release 12 December 2001, 01/69, Geneva.} \]


sions being made in respecting IHL.\textsuperscript{50} But basic moral principles of IHL can more easily be made comprehensible than the complex legal components, which can adversely increase confusion. Cultural, moral and religious guidelines can serve to improve compliance with IHL, but they can also have an adverse impact on conflicting parties with different views, who exclude certain people out of cultural, moral or religious reasons. Behavior adopted through personal conviction is more durable than behavior adopted under legal obligation.

“The norm draws an easily identifiable red line, whereas values represent a broader spectrum which is less focused and more relative.”\textsuperscript{51}

The diverging opinion holds legal rules and a reliable system of criminal justice more fit than moral appeals to improve conditions for victims in armed conflict.\textsuperscript{52} But legal rules alone cannot be successful in shaping ethical conduct in situations of persistent nationalism and inhumane ideologies.\textsuperscript{53} Still, having a normative framework supports individuals to adhere to IHL. A firmly rooted framework of moral standards of conduct can prevent victims of war to enter the vice cycle of vengeance. However, knowledge of and favorable attitude towards IHL norms do not sufficiently guarantee their respect during conflicts, as general norms might be acknowledged but not

\begin{flushleft}


\end{flushleft}
applied. Simply disseminating IHL through the communication of the Geneva Convention and its relevant legal obligation is not enough. An integrative approach has become indispensable. Nevertheless, “combatants who affirm that they have developed a relationship of trust with the ICRC on an individual basis are more favourable to the application of the norms of IHL.” The ICRC has established target groups that are addressed with different levels of IHL knowledge by specially trained dissemination delegates. Among the target groups are combatants and fighters of non-State armed groups, Red Cross personnel, civil servants, the academic community, school systems, medical personnel, the media and the public. The ICRC also turns to religious and local leaders. These attempts will only be accepted if the author is recognized to have a legitimate right to talk about these issues.

It is important for the ICRC to make clear that respecting IHL serves the interest of all parties and violations have negative impacts on military and political objectives, on negotiations and long-lasting solutions to conflict as well as on development and reconstruction. Some scholars argue that the success of these mechanisms depends upon “the perpetrator’s  

---


anticipated opportunity costs”. These costs are perceived to decline over time, as the longer a State is part of IHL, the lower the threshold of targeting civilians will be. The claim is that “the presence of the ICRC has no statistically significant inhibiting effect on one-sided violence by the government. The presence of the ICRC is also not related to one-sided violence committed by rebel groups”. Some opinions go so far as to associate ICRC activities with more, rather than fewer killings. This assumption directly contradicts the ICRC’s opinion, that parties to a conflict, through proactive policies, learning and socialization over time, will more often than not respect international norms. Improvement in compliance is often not directly measurable and the ICRC’s involvement may have delayed or indirect consequences.


2.3 – Change in Contemporary Armed Conflict

2.3.1 – Increase in NIAC

In the relevant literature, there is a widespread feeling of a new reality of conflict and a new reality for aid worker security. Different scholars have brought forward many different characterizations of new wars, many different reasons for the changing nature of war and many different predictions with different consequences.\(^64\) But are contemporary armed conflicts really a novelty? The character of war is certainly changing and contemporary armed conflicts differ substantially from wars in the past, but our perception of change might not be matched by reality. Many aspects of contemporary conflict that are assumed to be new, turn out not to be so, whereas there are new developments in war that cannot be ignored. The idea of a new reality of armed conflict has shed light on aspects that today appear more important than they did in the recent past, such as the internal dimension of the majority of armed conflicts or their economic underpinnings.\(^65\) Other factors, like the developments in weaponry, communication and military technology, as well as the rise of practices of humanitarian intervention and peace keeping, reason for a new reality. But to simply attest a situation of new wars would neglect historical developments. Nonetheless, the increase in the frequency of NIAC, that is likely to spread into civilian areas, urban settings,

---


includes fighters not acting as such and employing weapons that affect larger areas, certainly is a novelty for IHL.\footnote{Allansson, Marie; Melander, Erik; Themnér, Lotta (2017): Organized violence, 1989–2016. Journal of Peace Research 54(4); Sundberg, Ralph; Eck, Kristine; Kreutz, Joakim (2012): Introducing the UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset, Journal of Peace Research Volume 49, No. 2.}

IHL as a product of States’ early authority remains State-centered, whereas in reality this authority is now eroding and the reality of armed conflict has shown to be less and less State-centered. There are different arguments why non-State armed groups should be bound by IHL. They are deemed to be bound through customary international law, because of the binding nature of treaties on third parties or because of the principle of legislative jurisdiction through the parent State. Without going into full detail about the wider discussion of this topic, it can be said that “while it is controversial why armed groups are bound by IHL, it is uncontroversial that they are bound by certain IHL rules”.\footnote{Forsythe, David P. (1987): Legal Management of Internal War: The 1977 Protocol on Non-International Armed Conflicts, The American Journal of International Law Vol. 72, No. 2, p.292.}

In contemporary armed conflict, classical compliance and incentive mechanisms seem to loose their significance, as they predominantly rely on States and incorporate mainly State interests in inducing compliance. This does not render them useless, but validates questions about their significance.

Asymmetrical conflicts go hand in hand with asymmetrical means of conducting the conflict. A loose hierarchy and organizational structure, often found in situations of NIAC, where the choice of means and methods is often left to those actually fighting, hinders implementation and respect of IHL. Non-State armed groups often see IHL compliance as a tactical vulnerability and prefer to adopt asymmetric strategies. It might
be easy to resort to methods contrary to IHL, if they appear to be immediately effective in evening out the asymmetry found in contemporary wars. Asymmetrical conflicts can also create perverse incentives for States to violate their own IHL obligations, when faced with a real or perceived existential threat. If compliance depends on the acceptance of values underpinning IHL and the legitimacy of the author disseminating it, compliance will deteriorate when this legitimacy is put to question. This poses a problem to situations of NIAC where the context of violence lets IHL be perceived as estranged from the reality. Non-State armed groups are neither able to ratify IHL treaties, nor are they a part of the process of their creation. This causes these groups to consider IHL as illegitimate and non-applicable to their struggle.

Even though contemporary armed conflicts pose new challenges, the obsolescence of IHL does not necessarily follow. A new reality may prompt revision of the law, as a discrepancy between the international legal system, focusing on the sovereign State as the legitimate legal actor, and the reality of power dynamics prevalent in NIAC, becomes clear. But one striking feature of contemporary problems includes the lack of political will among States to ensure greater compliance with IHL and to consider negotiating new IHL rules.\textsuperscript{68}

\subsection*{2.3.2 – Terror Legislation and the Criminalization of Aid}

The question of the changing character of terrorism, and the course of action to counter this development, are central to the changing character of war. Today’s conflicts are often framed as issues of terrorism. This has major implications for the willingness of non-State armed groups to adhere to IHL and thus also

adverse impacts on aid worker security. What really is changing in terrorism is a much-debated question. But neither the non-State armed group, nor the terrorism debate is new to IHL. This chapter addresses the “war on terrorism” and argues for counter-terrorism (CT) legislation not to be interpreted so as to preclude engagement with non-State armed groups.

Following the 9/11 attacks, the US president George W. Bush stated that the US was engaged in a “war on terrorism” and began airstrikes as well as ground operations against the Taliban regime, the then authority in Afghanistan. The Bush Administration sought to free itself of the restrictions IHL has placed on the conduct of warfare and the treatment of captured. Its decisions have thrown well-accepted standards, of identifying when IHL applies, into disarray. In coining the term “war on terrorism”, the administration and its lawyers attempted to establish a situation where its actions were exempted of regulation through IHL. The “war on terrorism” raised anew the tension between military necessity and a humanitarian norm centered on individual human dignity. It
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71 Forsythe, David P. (2005): The Humanitarians: The International Committee of the Red Cross. New York: Cambridge University Press, p. 131f. : The Bush Administration argued that the GC IV is applicable to the US, but nonetheless allows for special treatment of some prisoners.
brought forward the notion of “just war”, where the civilian population would not be an indirect victim, but rather become an intentional target. This concept erodes the protective regimes of IHL and produces a dimension of good victims worthy of humanitarian assistance and bad victims unworthy of any help, which leaves no room for neutral aid.\textsuperscript{72}

There has until now neither been a universally agreed definition of terrorism, nor a comprehensive treaty addressing terrorism. Question remain concerning the scope of application of such a definition, the debate over a relationship between the right to self-determination, foreign occupation and acts of terrorism and the question of whether and how a definition would apply to the activities of military forces.\textsuperscript{73} Instead of one comprehensive convention, the legal response to terrorism is fragmented and only gradually accumulated over time.\textsuperscript{74} And the CT discourse still continues in both domestic and international forums with the tendency to consider any act of violence carried out by a non-State armed group as terrorist and therefore inherently unlawful. This has adverse effects on IHL, especially when such acts are not prohibited under IHL.

Addressing the necessity to delineate IHL and the legal framework covering terrorism, it is pivotal to clarify that IHL does allow States to address terrorism adequately and that applying IHL does not lead to impunity of those committing acts of terrorism in situations of armed conflict. While IHL

\textsuperscript{72} See for example: Moussa, Jasmine (2008): Can jus ad bellum override jus in bello? Reaffirming the separation of the two bodies of law, International Review of the Red Cross, Volume 90 Number 872, pp. 963 – 990.


does not provide a definition of terrorism per se, it explicitly criminalizes “measures of terrorism”\textsuperscript{75}, “acts of terrorism”\textsuperscript{76} and “acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population”\textsuperscript{77}. Furthermore, IHL prohibits most acts one can consider as terrorist in armed conflict, such as the prohibition of direct and deliberate attacks on civilians, hostage taking and indiscriminate attacks in general. It is equally important to remember that IHL, regulating lawful and unlawful ways of warfare, allows certain acts of violence in armed conflict, whereas any acts designated as terrorist under CT legislation are by definition unlawful. Resorting to CT measures adds overlapping, converging, and diverging legal obligations and legal uncertainty to an already complex legal system. It furthermore creates an unnecessary layer of criminalization. This is especially dangerous, because new layers of CT may criminalize actions that are legal under IHL, thereby discouraging IHL compliance by non-State armed groups.

The “war on terrorism” has thrown the incentive structure of IHL into crisis. Acts in violation of IHL and acts in compliance with IHL lead to the same sanctions. Non-State armed groups being labeled terrorists are prosecuted regardless of their adherence to IHL.\textsuperscript{78} If the non-State armed groups designated as terrorists have no rights whatsoever, they equally have no incentive to respect IHL. The “war on terrorism” proved to pose significant problems to the classification of conflict\textsuperscript{79}, the

\textsuperscript{75} Geneva Convention IV, Article 33.

\textsuperscript{76} Additional Protocol II, Article 4.

\textsuperscript{77} Additional Protocol I, Article 13(2).


\textsuperscript{79} The US legal case Hamdan vs. Rumsfeld highlights the problems with classification of conflict in the context of Afghanistan. The case dealt with Hamdan, a Yemeni national, who was captured in Afghanistan and trans-
scope of application of IHL and the classification of status. IHL knows combatants and civilians. The “war on terrorism” however shed light on discussion about a third legal term of “unlawful combatant”. In fact, there is no such thing as an “unlawful combatant” in IHL. There is no category of persons who fall outside the scope of IHL protection. The oxymoron “unlawful combatant” waters down the important binary distinction between combatants and civilians, with the goal of depriving one or both groups of persons from their rights. This does not mean that any elaboration on improvement of the categories has no right to be discussed, but rather that this

ported to Guantanamo Bay. This case went through different instances resulting in three different decisions in order to establish the status of the individual and to classify the conflict in Afghanistan. In first instance, a judge classified it as an IAC within the Geneva Conventions. This ruling was somewhat changed by the Court of Appeals, which also characterized it as IAC, but outside the scope of the Geneva Conventions, envisaging a situation where the laws of war are not applicable. The Supreme Court, as last instance, decided to classify the conflict as NIAC, affording the protection under its rules to the individual. Duxbury, Alison (2007): Drawing Lines in the Sand – Characterising Conflicts for the Purposes of Teaching International Humanitarian Law, Melbourne Journal of International Law, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp. 259 – 272.

The US and Israel advanced the idea of the third category of “unlawful combatant“, although in different form. Israel tried to establish this category as a necessary and reasonable development of IHL compatible with IHL, whereas the US tried to put those in the category outside the scope of IHL as well as US law. Both, however, argue that non-state armed groups have unreasonable advantages through the current IHL and seek to weaken the legal position of these actors. See further: Crane, David M.; Reisner, Daniel (2011): Jousting at Windmills, The Laws of Armed Conflict in an Age of Terror – State Actors and Nonstate Elements. In: Banks, William C. (ed.) (2011): New Battlefields, old Laws: Critical Debates on Asymmetric Warfare. New York: Columbia University Press, p. 67 – 84. While some scholars see unlawful combatants as those participating in armed hostilities without having combatant privilege, this thesis argues that those individuals would rather fall in the category of civilians taking part in hostilities directly. For the aforementioned argument see: Sloane, Robert D. (2007): Prologue to a Voluntarist War Convention, Michigan Law Review 10/29/2007, p. 458.
discourse should not be used to reduce the protection awarded by IHL. In what category fit individuals who participate in the hostilities without meeting the minimum legal criteria to do so? The ICRC acknowledges that there is room for discussion by stating that “it would contradict the logic of the principle of distinction to place irregular armed forces under the more protective legal regime afforded to the civilian population merely because they fail to distinguish themselves from that population, to carry their arms openly, or to conduct their operations in accordance with the laws and customs of war”.

The “war on terror” also highlights the predicaments of the criminalization of aid. The US Supreme Court held that training in international law should be considered as material support to a terrorist group, as a non-State armed group could use the training to promote terrorism, to threaten and disrupt. Aid workers are also coming under scrutiny for contributing to terrorist activity through ransom payments, bribes and negotiations that are perceived to give legitimacy to a group in their area of operation. The rationale behind this criminalization also includes the argument that such action sets free resources of the group, giving them a military advantage. Starting in 2011, the ICRC repeatedly called attention to the risk of aid workers being criminalized due to the “prohibition in criminal legislation of unqualified acts of ‘material support’, ‘services’ and ‘

---

81 The consistent resistance to the US use of an unlawful combatant category suggests that there is no intermediate status and that nobody can fall outside the law. This is reinforced through Geneva Convention IV, Commentary 51.


assistance to’ or ‘association with’ terrorist organizations (...).”

With restrictions on contact and prohibition on providing support to non-State armed groups or individual, CT measures have a negative effect on the ability of aid workers to perform their tasks, when fundamentally important interactions are prohibited. These are for example the engagement with groups in negotiation access, transactions necessary to obtain protection, providing IHL training as well as providing assistance and protection for individuals of a designated terrorist group, such as medical care for the wounded or prisoner exchanges. Humanitarian principles require aid workers to treat all parties to a conflict equally, whereas this is not true for CT legislation. If aid workers choose to comply with it, humanitarian principles could be compromised. The ICRC, in accordance with the principle of neutrality and impartiality, has based its programs on needs. The security objectives of CT measures may lead aid workers to base their programs on constraints rather than needs. This of course has direct impacts of their perception and security. With the criminalization of aid, the incentive aid work can provide non-State armed groups, is plunged into crisis.

2.4 – Towards Convergence

The current situation, especially the inequality of parties to NIAC, is inconsistent with the spirit and the purpose of IHL. And the long time challenged dichotomy between IAC and NIAC seems to gradually be fading away. The growth of international criminal tribunals an their rulings has played an important role in this transformation, but will only briefly be addressed in this context.

---

The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court encompasses IAC as well as NIAC. The International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) held that a “state-sovereign-oriented approach has been gradually supplanted by a human-being-oriented approach. [...] It follows that in the area of armed conflict the distinction between interstate wars and civil wars is losing its value as far as human beings are concerned. [...] If international law, while of course duly safeguarding the legitimate interests of States, must gradually turn to the protection of human beings, it is only natural that the aforementioned dichotomy should gradually lose its weight.” There is a need for further clarification with regard to the dichotomy of IAC an NIAC, particularly with regard to the status of non-State armed groups and especially with regard of combatant immunity. This chapter will try to elucidate on these issues.

2.4.1 – Dichotomy IAC – NIAC

A distinction between international conflicts and conflicts not of an international character exists since the Geneva Convention of 1949. The development of IHL concerning NIAC has been made primarily by analogy to the rules regulating IAC. Yet, there are major differences in both types of conflict, especially with regard to the parties to the conflicts. There does not appear to be any current situation of armed violence between organized parties that would not be encompassed by one of
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88 This thesis accepts the term combatant in a technical sense under IHL and as defined by it, but recognizes that there is a discussion about the ethical dimension of this term. See for example: Graham, Gordon (1996): Ethics and International Relations, Oxford: Blackwell Publishers. See especially Chapter 3: War.
the two existing classifications. That does not mean that clarification is obsolete on what a NIAC encompasses. The strict dichotomy between IAC and NIAC has come under increased scrutiny. And much of the complexity of armed conflict could be overcome by a revised IHL applicable at any time a State uses its military forces to engage in hostilities.

“Why protect civilians from belligerent violence [...] when two sovereign States are engaged in war, and yet refrain from [...] providing the same protection when armed violence has erupted "only" within the territory of a sovereign State? If international law [...] must gradually turn to the protection of human beings, it is only natural that the aforementioned dichotomy should gradually lose its weight”.

IHL is however still applied along this categorization. This necessitates this chapter to address this distinction and the different thresholds of these types of armed conflict.

One key distinction between an IAC and a NIAC originates from the quality of the parties involved. NIAC is armed conflict that typically takes place within States rather than across borders. It can be waged between armed State forces and non-State armed groups, or between different non-State armed groups. Before IHL was developed and adapted, due to the increase of internal violence, inter-State conflict was in the realm of international law and intra-State conflict fell into domestic jurisdiction. The four Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol I govern IAC. Rules applicable to NIAC are set out in Common Article 3 and in Additional Protocol II, which distinguishes in particular between armed conflict and “internal disturbances and tension”. This body of rules was later added to, through

---


90 Additional Protocol II, Article 2.
rules governing the protection of cultural property\textsuperscript{91} and customary law applicable to NIAC.\textsuperscript{92} Treaty law developed and established a minimum standard of protection, which is nonetheless far less extensive than rules regulating IAC. The protection of people hors de combat in IAC is much greater than that in NIAC. It is worth noting that difficulties arise, when civil conflict is not covered by IHL, because it falls below the necessary threshold of Common Article 3.\textsuperscript{93} IHL gives several indications, but there is no comprehensive and unambiguous definition of the distinction between armed conflict as opposed to isolated and sporadic acts of violence, civil unrest or internal tensions and turbulences.

The threshold for NIAC is laid out in the Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, stating that IHL applies in cases of “armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties”.\textsuperscript{94} Additional Protocol II develops and supplements Common Article 3 without changing its conditions of application. The threshold envisaged by it is higher still, in that NIAC exists when it takes place “in the territory of a High Contracting Party between its armed forces and dissident armed forces or other organised armed groups which, under responsible command, exercise such control over a part of its territory as to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted military operations and to


\textsuperscript{92} ICC (2002): Statute of the International Criminal Court, Article 8(2).


\textsuperscript{94} Geneva Conventions, Common Article 3.
implement this Protocol.\textsuperscript{95} A series of key cases established a much clearer definition of the threshold of NIAC than can be found in treaty texts with two basis criteria. The violence must reach a minimum level of intensity and the parties involved in the conflict must show a minimum degree of organization.\textsuperscript{96} It is however not completely clear what this threshold exactly is, even though the ICTY tried to clarify on this point.

“An armed conflict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between States or protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and organized armed groups or between such groups within a State.”\textsuperscript{97}

The ICRC refers to “any engagement of the armed forces of High Contracting Parties”\textsuperscript{98} as an armed conflict for purposes of applying IHL. This definition is criticized in a study of the International Law Committee, which “found little evidence to support the view that the Conventions apply in the absence of fighting of some intensity”.\textsuperscript{99} These examples points to the

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{95} Additional Protocol II, Article 1.
\textsuperscript{96} This chapter will come back to the role of the ICTY in establishing rules for NIAC on different occasions. Its role cannot be understated, which becomes evident by looking at the establishment of the guiding principle in its jurisprudence, stating that which is prohibited in IAC, must be prohibited in NIAC as well. This enabled the ICTY to draw on the laws governing IAC when dealing with NIAC, leading it to even not consider the nature of the conflict at all. See: ICTY (2004): Prosecutor v. Slobodan Miloševi, Decision on Motion for Judgement of Acquittal, IT-02-54-T, Paragraphs 16-17; ICTY (1998): Prosecutor v. Anto Furundžija, Judgment, IT-95-17/1-T, Paragraph 59; ICTY (1998): Prosecutor v. Zenjnil Delalic, Judgment, IT-96-21-T, Paragraph 183.
\textsuperscript{97} ICTY (1995): The Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, IT-94-1-AR72, Paragraph 70.
\textsuperscript{98} ICRC (1952): Commentary to the Conventions.
\end{flushright}
difficulties of, and controversies in, determining the scope of application of IHL.

Difficulties arise as to the temporal and geographical scope of application as well. The arguments circle around the question, whether the application of IHL can be limited to the area of hostilities within the territory of a State, or are by default applicable to the whole territory of a State. The ICTY concluded in its landmark ruling that IHL applies throughout the whole territory under the control of a party, whether or not actual combat takes place.\(^{100}\) This problematic is especially relevant in situations, where forces of a State engage in hostilities with a non-State party operating from the territory of a neighboring State without the latter’s help or control, when a transnational NIAC is waged across multiple territories or when internal conflict spills over porous boarders.

In contemporary armed conflicts, violence moves across various levels of intensity over time. Conflicts do not only start and end, they also evolve. This happens sometimes through internationalization, for example through a third State exercising control over a non-State armed group, turning the IAC into a conflict between two States. It is also imaginable that a conflict internalizes, through a regime change, where the non-State armed group becomes the State. These processes could reinforce the perception of a lack of real distinction between IAC and NIAC.

### 2.4.2 – Dichotomy Civilian – Combatant

Contemporary conflicts differ from earlier conflicts, and the role of civilians is central to this change. A civilian is not defined through a distinct, positive definition but by not being a combatant. This has been done deliberately in order not
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\(^{100}\) ICTY (1995): The Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, IT-94-1-AR72, Paragraph 70.
to leave anyone without protection. Combatants are persons authorized by a State to use force in armed conflict, excluding medical and religious personnel.\textsuperscript{101}

“The armed forces of a Party to a conflict consist of all organized armed forces, groups and units which are under a command responsible to that Party for the conduct of its subordinates, even if that Party is represented by a government or an authority not recognized by an adverse Party”.\textsuperscript{102}

IHL distinguishes two categories of combatants, members of the organized armed forces of a State party to an armed conflict on the one hand, and on the other hand members of militia and volunteer corps wearing a fixed distinctive emblem, such as a uniform, carry arms openly and who are organized into a responsible command structure. It recognizes organized resistance movements and levées en masse, movements where civilians of a threatened territory spontaneously take up arms against an approaching invading or occupying army.\textsuperscript{103} Members of such movements qualify for combatant status under the preconditions that they carry their arms openly, obey IHL and wear a fixed distinctive sign recognizable at a distance. Combatants have the right to participate in hostilities, are legitimate targets and as long as they have not violated IHL, may not be subject to criminal prosecution simply for their participation in a conflict.\textsuperscript{104} It is important to note that a person is considered to be a civilian in any cases of doubt. Parties to a conflict are obliged to always distinguish between combatants and others and must direct their military actions

\textsuperscript{101} Geneva Convention III, Article 4; Additional Protocol I, Article 43, 44.
\textsuperscript{102} Additional Protocol I, Article 43(1).
\textsuperscript{103} Geneva Convention I and Geneva Convention II, Article 13(6); Geneva Convention III, Article 4(A)(6), 4(A)(2).
\textsuperscript{104} Additional Protocol I, Article 43(2).
accordingly. The civilian population and individual civilians must not be targeted for attack, “unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities”. In these circumstances, they do not change their status and become combatant, but rather lose the protections granted by IHL. Civilians who take a direct part in hostilities in IAC without being members of the armed forces as defined by IHL, as opposed to combatants, are liable to prosecution for taking up arms and do not enjoy prisoners of war status. Persons who are not, or no longer, taking part in hostilities shall be protected and treated humanely. Combatants, if captured, have the right to prisoners of war (POW) status. Appropriate care for them shall be given indiscriminately. Captured combatants shall be treated humanely and protected against violence. If prosecuted, they shall receive a fair judicial trial. It is not easy to see, why combatant status is one of the major incentives to uphold IHL in armed conflict.

This dichotomy is easily applicable in a sterile battlefield, in contemporary armed conflict however, this distinction becomes much more complex. The principle of proportionality and necessity postulates that killing or harming civilians can be justifiable. Disproportionate harm to civilians, meaning that the anticipated collateral damage is excessive in relation to the concrete direct military advantage expected, is forbidden, whereas unintentional killing of civilians as an unavoidable side effect of an attack on a military target, conducted with proportionality in mind, is permitted. Military victory is a legitimate objective, but forces engaged in conflict are required to take precautionary measures. This requires all parties to an armed conflict to take all feasible precautions to avoid civilian casualties and to minimize collateral damage. Only those objects that are making an effective contribution to military operations may be considered to be lawful targets and no more

105 Additional Protocol II, Article 13(3).
force than necessary should be applied.\textsuperscript{106} Weapons treaties restrict the right to and methods of warfare. Inflicting excessive injuries and unnecessary suffering is prohibited and the principle of military necessity can never be used as a justification for violating other principles of IHL. For example, direct military attacks on civilians or other unlawful targets can never be deemed necessary.

In contemporary armed conflict, the lines between combatant and civilian have to some extend become unclear. Thus, much discussion has been directed towards the clarification of the notion of direct participation in hostilities. While the core distinction between civilian and combatant remains, the role of the former has increased in complexity through multifaceted roles in contemporary conflicts. Civilians are protected “unless and for such time as they take a direct part in hostilities”.\textsuperscript{107} Difficulties arise in determining which activities equate to direct participation and what the term “for such time” actually covers in NIACs that are often protracted and characterized by episodic fighting. In trying to explain “taking direct part in hostilities”, the ICRC speaks of a continuous combat function. According to this logic, constitutive elements of direct participation include the infliction of death, injury or destruction, the need for a direct causal link between the act and the harm, which needs to adversely affect military operations of the adversary.\textsuperscript{108} The ICRC insists that a “deployment amounting to direct participation in hostilities begins only once the deploying individual undertakes a physical displacement with a view to carrying out a specific operation. The return from the execution of a specific hostile act ends once the individual in ques-

\textsuperscript{106} Additional Protocol II, Article 13.
\textsuperscript{107} Additional Protocol II, Article 13(3).
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tion has physically separated from the operation, for example by laying down, storing or hiding the weapons or other equipment used and resuming activities distinct from that operation”. 109 A person exercising a continuous combat function would however be targetable at all times, regardless of the threat he actually poses, with the result that these individuals have no combatant privilege but a combatant disadvantage. There are arguments to include those in the category of direct participation, who openly support hostilities by financing, training, or storing weapons. According to this logic, as long as an individual serves to directly support hostilities, they are targetable until they cease to do so. 110 With regard to “unless and for such time” 111, the ICRC uses the criteria of threshold of harm, direct causation and belligerent nexus, which all have to be satisfied for an act to amount to participation.

A multitude of rules regulating IAC are not applicable in NIAC. Chief among them is the question of combatant status and POW status, the problematic of which is evidenced through debates about terrorism and CT legislation. Upon capture, a combatant can expect certain rights and privileges. Combatant status provides immunity from domestic criminal law for acts such as assault, murder and destruction of property. For combatants, captivity is not meant as to be some sort of punishment, but rather a protective custody to remove them from the armed conflict and to prevent them from returning to the fighting. POW status was first codified in the Lieber Code,


111 Additional Protocol II, Article 13(3).
adopted by the Hague Regulations and expanded through the 1929 Geneva Convention relating to the Treatment of Prisoners of War.\(^{112}\) The first endeavor at defining combatant status was attempted at the Brussels Conference.\(^{113}\) The four criteria laid out in Article 9 required command by a person responsible for his subordinates, having a fixed distinctive emblem recognizable at a distance, carrying arms openly and conducting operations in accordance with IHL.\(^{114}\) These requirements were reiterated in the Hague Law and substantially unchanged incorporated into IHL. The Geneva Convention of 1949 thus reinforced the distinction between combatants and civilians, making it virtually impossible for non-State actors to meet the criteria of lawful combatancy. But further expansion of the category of combatant was underway through Additional Protocol I.\(^{115}\)

### 2.4.3 – National Liberation Movements

The change in contemporary armed conflict has in the past brought about new regulations of IHL, as exemplified by Protocol I regarding National Liberation Movements. Widespread nationalism emerged in various colonial regimes after World War II. A new type of conflict broke out where one party declared their fight as an act of self-determination, a right enshrined in the UN Charter.\(^{116}\) These armed conflicts were

---


internal in nature, as they took place within one State, but were fought against a foreign administration. Any conflict that arose, due to one party pursuing is right to self-determination and national liberation, was now to be considered as an IAC.\textsuperscript{117} This led to a disruption of the traditional IAC - NIAC dichotomy.

Protocol I sought to extend the combatant status by granting national liberation movements a limited form of legitimacy. Articles 43 and 44 invoked that armed forces with the right to participate directly in hostilities shall include “all organized armed forces, groups and units”\textsuperscript{118} under responsible command and under “an internal disciplinary system, which, inter alia, shall enforce compliance with the rules of international law applicable in armed conflict”.\textsuperscript{119} This reduced the four Brussels criteria of lawful combatancy to only two, which are responsible command and compliance with the laws of war. In doing so, the Protocol had to extend combatant privileges to fighters who did not wear uniforms or carried their arms openly, when “owing to the nature of the hostilities an armed combatant cannot so distinguish himself”.\textsuperscript{120} This seemed to have placed a disadvantage on regular combatants and shifted the balance between military necessity and the principle of humanity, as it may put civilians in danger.\textsuperscript{121} The fighters are however obligated to distinguish themselves from civilians during attacks or in the preparatory phase of an attack. Establishing such a

\begin{flushleft}

\textsuperscript{118} Additional Protocol I, Article 43.

\textsuperscript{119} Additional Protocol I, Article 43.

\textsuperscript{120} Additional Protocol I, Article 44(3).

\end{flushleft}
distinction is considered in light of operational necessity.\textsuperscript{122} The Protocol goes on to state that even in the case of combatants violating these rules, they shall not be deprived of combatant status. The individual would lose POW status, but “shall nevertheless, be given protections equivalent in all respects to those accorded to prisoners of war”.\textsuperscript{123} Some scholars went so far as to attest that a distinction between combatants and those not matching the criteria of combatancy whilst taking part in hostilities, became “nominal in value”\textsuperscript{124} and existing in name only. Others argued that Protocol I would give rights to those they deem terrorists by bringing in the concept of just war.\textsuperscript{125}

Contemporary armed conflicts show, that Protocol I failed to induce members of non-State armed groups to distinguish themselves from civilians. It however also didn’t confirm the fear of lending legitimacy to such groups. This fact discourages similar views put forward by opponents of the idea of granting combatant status to members of these groups. Beyond this, it should be clear that the conceptual framework of Protocol I is not suitable in the context of contemporary NIAC. This seems to be especially true with regard to groups rejecting the idea of noncombatant immunity and the principle of distinction.\textsuperscript{126}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{122} Additional Protocol I, Article 44.
\textsuperscript{123} Additional Protocol I, Article 44.
\textsuperscript{124} Dinstein, Yoram, (2004): The Conduct of Hostilities under the Law of International Armed Conflict, p. 47.
\end{flushleft}
The international community over the years has been prepared to recognize certain categories of persons as legitimate participants in armed conflicts and granted protections given to combatants and POWs. Protocol I can be interpreted as to bring about a convergence of the dichotomy of IAC and NIAC. It can arguably be seen as a comprehensive approach to create a single and nondiscriminatory set of rules applicable to all those actively taking part in hostilities. The questions remains why States were willing to accept that fighters of national liberation movements engaged in what shows all signs of NIAC, were to be granted full protection under IHL, whereas in other, similar instances, no such protection is granted.\textsuperscript{127}

2.4.4 – Invoking IHL regardless of the Source of Obligation

The application of IHL to different forms of violence has been the subject of many publications, especially because knowing which rules apply is of paramount importance.\textsuperscript{128} With the controversies over the definitions in mind, the question comes up, whether or not the distinction between IAC an NIAC is still relevant. It has been proposed to abandon the classification of NIAC and apply the stricter rules of IAC to all instances where a State utilizes their armed forces.\textsuperscript{129} While this approach might

\textsuperscript{127} For a historical background of the denial of combatant status to insurgents see: Crawford, Emily (2010): The Treatment of Combatants and Insurgents Under the Law of Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 69 – 73.


\textsuperscript{129} As for example postulated by Emily Crawford. See: Crawford, Emily (2007): Unequal before the Law: The Case for the Elimination of the Distinction
promise to bring clarity and a better protective regime, there are many refutations, including questions raised with regard to legitimizing non-State violence and regarding States’ willingness to follow this development.\textsuperscript{130} Nonetheless, there is a trend to apply rules regarding IAC to NIAC as well, which contributes to the blurring of the dichotomy of IAC and NIAC. This is true for the principle of distinction, the requirement of proportionality, the prohibition of indiscriminate attacks and the prohibition on using means that cause unnecessary suffering.\textsuperscript{131} The ICRC has long tried to push towards a more unified approach.\textsuperscript{132} States, non-State armed groups and intergovernmental organizations like the UN, through their practice, contributed to the trend to observe IHL through a more uniform approach to regulation of armed conflict.

Even though Common Article 3 and Additional Protocol II clearly acknowledge that non-State armed groups take part in armed conflict, neither instrument legitimates or immunizes such participation. But the provisions of Common Article 3 and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{131} Crawford, Emily (2010): The Treatment of Combatants and Insurgents Under the Law of Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 30f.
  \item \textsuperscript{132} The ICRC added a fourth and last paragraph to Article 2 of the draft Conventions stating that “[i]n all cases of armed conflict which are not of an international character, especially cases of civil war, colonial conflicts, or wars of religion, which may occur in the territory of one or more of the High Contracting Parties, the implementing of the principles of the present Convention shall be obligatory on each of the adversaries. The application of the Convention in these circumstances shall in no wise depend on the legal status of the Parties to the conflict and shall have no effect on that status.” Geneva Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. (1949): COMMENTARY OF 1960.
\end{itemize}
Protocol II seek to replicate the principles regarding POW status applicable to IAC. In addition, customary IHL demonstrates that similar provisions now exist in both types of conflict. This is not meant to suggest, that an equal standing between the parties to an NIAC has been achieved, but rather to indicate that functional equivalents to many provisions of IHL applicable to IAC can be found in Common Article 3 and Protocol II. This is exemplified by the requirement of Geneva Convention III, demanding that “[p]risoners of war must at all times be humanely treated”\textsuperscript{133}, which is mirrored by Common Article 3 where “those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely”.\textsuperscript{134} The commentary to the Geneva Convention clarifies that humane treatment is the basic theme of the convention and that what is written under Common Article 3 and Article 13 should be considered interchangeable.\textsuperscript{135} Judicial bodies have affirmed this convergence through cases decided under International Human Rights Law (IHRL). Humane treatment is also a requirement of Additional Protocol II.\textsuperscript{136} Humane treatment under Common Article 3 comprises the prohibition of murder.\textsuperscript{137} The prohibition of murder is also implied elsewhere in Geneva Convention III\textsuperscript{138} and this parallel has been strengthened by the ICTY in its Delalic Case.\textsuperscript{139} This

\textsuperscript{133} Geneva Convention III, Article 13.

\textsuperscript{134} Geneva Conventions, Common Article 3.

\textsuperscript{135} Geneva Convention III, Commentary of 1960.

\textsuperscript{136} Additional Protocol II, Article 4(1).

\textsuperscript{137} “The following acts shall remain prohibited […] : violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds” Geneva Conventions, Common Article 3(1)(a).

\textsuperscript{138} Geneva Convention III, Article 14.

\textsuperscript{139} “the primary purpose of common article 3 of the Geneva Conventions was to extend the “elementary considerations of humanity” to internal armed
convergence is also visible in the rule of non-discrimination, set down in Article 16 of the Geneva Convention III. Common Article 3 also applies “without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, religion or faith, sex, birth or wealth, or any other similar criteria”. Similarly, Additional Protocol II “shall be applied without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin, wealth, birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria”. The principle of non-discrimination of Additional Protocol II and non-discrimination under the Geneva Convention is to be understood as having the same scope.

It has been shown that a considerable number of provisions of IHL regarding POW status can already be found in the rules regulating NIAC. However gaps remain in so far as some important issues are not explicitly mentioned in Common Article 3 or Additional Protocol II. This is especially true with regard to some conditions of captivity, some judicial guarantees, such as the right to assistance from an interpreter, and to the recording of personal details of detainees, an important practice to combat disappearances. Efforts to assimilate the full extend of IHL into NIAC can be observed not only in the policy of many armed forces applying de facto IAC rules to all conflicts, but

---

140 Geneva Conventions, Common Article 3(1).
141 Additional Protocol II, Article 2(1).
142 “It is contained in other provisions of the Conventions and of the Protocols in greater or lesser detail. (1) Its scope is always the same.” Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts, Commentary of 1987, Paragraph 4482.
also in the reorientation of the focus from States towards individuals through IHRL. This is why the role of IHRL in filling the gaps between IAC and NIAC will now be examined.

UN resolutions often refer to respect IHRL and IHL, without making the distinction as to the type of IHL.\textsuperscript{143} Other organizations have also contributed to this trend.\textsuperscript{144} This suggests a move towards an assimilation of rules governing IAC and NIAC. The legal distinction between IAC and NIAC has also been blurred through the rise of IHRL. In the situation of Afghanistan, there are different mechanisms put in place by the UN, which suggest for a human rights based approach to armed.\textsuperscript{145}

Despite an on-going debate, the UN Security Council stated back in 1967 that “essential and inalienable human rights should be respected even during the vicissitudes of war”.\textsuperscript{146} Some reject the incorporation of IHRL in situations of war, while others advance its importance in the matter.\textsuperscript{147} But only because a person finds itself in the midst of an armed conflict,

\textsuperscript{143} See for example the UN Resolutions entitled Respect for Human Rights in Armed Conflict, such as Resolution 3102, 3500 and 2677.

\textsuperscript{144} Crawford, Emily (2010): The Treatment of Combatants and Insurgents Under the Law of Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 42. See for example the Institute of International Law stating that “[a]ll parties to armed conflicts in which non-State entities are parties, irrespective of their legal status, [...] have the obligation to respect international humanitarian law as well as fundamental human rights.” Institute of International Law (1999): The Application of International Humanitarian Law and Fundamental Human Rights, in Armed Conflicts in which Non-State Entities are Parties, Berlin Session, Article II.

\textsuperscript{145} UN Security Council (1998): Resolution 1193.


it does not stop being human. Indeed, IHL already incorporates some aspects of human right norms that are applicable in times of armed conflict. Additional Protocol II refers to human rights, “[r]ecalling furthermore that international instruments relating to human rights offer a basic protection to the human person”,\textsuperscript{148} while the basic protection of human rights, already object in Common Article 3, is further elaborated upon in articles 4 to 6. The convergence of IHL and IHRL is also reflected for example in the decision to condemn attacks on schools as attacks on education.\textsuperscript{149}

IHRL is contained in a number of documents, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and various other documents like the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the European Charter or the American Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{150} Many of these rules have achieved customary status and are now applicable regardless of whether a State has ratified the relevant document. This is especially true

\textsuperscript{148} Additional Protocol II, Preambel.


\textsuperscript{150} Afghanistan is a state party to the ICESCR, the ICCPR, the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (OP-AC) on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (OP-SC) on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pronography.
for fundamental provisions relating to detention. The ICCPR for example determines that “all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person”. Under IHRL, the prohibition of cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punishment covers treatment such as detention in overcrowded or unsanitary facilities. In addition, human rights case law has reinforced the necessity for humane treatment, which includes a number of situations that go beyond what is provided in IHL. Giving a second example, the prohibition of murder, framed as the right to life, is enshrined, among others, in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ICCPR. The right to life, as the prohibition of murder and the positive obligation to prevent violence to life, thus equals the prohibition of violence to life as enshrined in Additional Protocol II and Geneva Convention III. IHRL guarantees trial by an independent, impartial and regularly constituted court. The ICCPR clarifies that a person deprived of their liberty has the right to “be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge against him” and


152 United Nations (1966): International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171 ICCPR


155 “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life”. United Nations (1966): International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171 ICCPR, Article 6(1).

“to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court”.\textsuperscript{157} The human rights protections thus fill in the gap between rules applicable to persons with POW status and persons without the same protection under the Geneva Conventions.

The traditional position, that IHL is applicable in war and IHRL in peace changed,\textsuperscript{158} and the applicability of IHRL to situations of armed conflict has been developed to mitigate instability and ineffectiveness of protection caused by legal uncertainty.\textsuperscript{159} It is recognized that States have binding obligations under IHRL that apply also in times of armed conflict. IHRL is primarily applicable to States as they have the duty to respect, protect and to fulfill these rights.\textsuperscript{160} By granting individuals rights that can be enforced against the State, IHRL is of significant importance in NIAC, where individuals may find themselves in armed conflict with their government. What may be unlawful in IHRL may very well be lawful in IHL. This is not only true for the use of force, but also for rules regarding detention. IHL allows for combatants to be detained without being criminally charged until the end of active hostilities. This stands in clear contradiction of detention practices under IHRL. Claiming IHL rights outside their scope of application


\textsuperscript{159} ICJ Reports (1995): International Court of Justice advisory opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Paragraph 25; ICJ Reports (2004): Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (Advisory Opinion), Paragraph 106.

\textsuperscript{160} United Nations (1948): Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 10 December 1948, Article 2.
risks violating fundamental human rights.\textsuperscript{161} IHL and IHRL complement each other, insofar as they both ensure basic rights and aim to protect dignity and life. And while IHRL applies at all times, IHL is a very specific legal framework, a lex specialis, applying only to situations of armed conflict. That is why questions regarding protection need to be examined first by IHL, even though additional protection may also come from IHRL.\textsuperscript{162} IHL has in this regard priority over IHRL, but has to be interpreted in light of the broader rules of IHRL.\textsuperscript{163} Some parties to a conflict will seek advantage from any ambiguity that may exist in order to selectively apply whichever rules they want. The International Court of Justice elaborated by stating that “some rights are exclusively matters of international humanitarian law; others may be exclusively matters of human rights law; yet others may be subject to both these branches of international law”.\textsuperscript{164} Parties to a conflict should not choose between either IHL or IHRL, but rather combine both to enhance the protection of victims.

It seems as though IHRL now applies at all times and therefore continues to apply, alongside IHL, during situations of armed conflict, although many of its provisions can be derogated from during times of national emergencies.


\textsuperscript{164} ICJ Reports (2004): Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (Advisory Opinion), Paragraph 106.
“In time of public emergency which threatens the life of the nation and the existence of which is officially proclaimed, the States Parties to the present Covenant may take measures derogating from their obligations under the present Covenant to the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation [...].”\textsuperscript{165}

States are however not free in imposing derogations on civil and political rights, they need to be proportionate to the situation and their temporal application may be restricted. The need to officially proclaim a state of emergency and the invocation of the derogation clause establishes international accountability for actions taken by the State in question. A state of emergency does not abrogate individual criminal responsibility for crimes against humanity.\textsuperscript{166} There are furthermore certain rights that may never be derogated, such as the right to life, the right to freedom from torture and other degrading or humiliating treatment, freedom from slavery, the right to a nationality, freedom from forced labor, freedom from discrimination and freedom of religion and belief.\textsuperscript{167}

States justify derogation most times with the threat of terrorist insurgencies.\textsuperscript{168} The Human Rights Committee, insisting

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
on the interconnection between IHRL and IHL, noted that not every disturbance constitutes an emergency threatening the life of the nation, which would allow derogation and that during armed conflict, rules of IHL remain applicable as a method to prevent the State from abusing its emergency powers. For situations of armed conflict forming national emergencies, IHL supplements and concretizes these non-derogable rights. One example of this is IHRL prohibiting torture and mistreatment and IHL specifying this with regard to different types of persons detained in armed conflict. In another example, IHL prohibits starvation as an act of war, which builds on the IHRL norm demanding of States an adequate supply of nutrition for its citizens. But even if IHL and IHRL, there are in fact situations, which are not covered satisfactorily by either body of law. Situations of national emergency falling short of the IHL threshold of armed conflict are neither covered by IHL nor all of IHRL, as important right may be derogated from in accordance with human rights law.

Taking together the rules of Common Article 3, Additional Protocol II and the provisions of IHRL, offers a comprehensive body of rights and obligations arguably equivalent to the protection offered by combatant and POW status. The trend of connecting IHL and IHRL stems from the idea that there is no valid conceptual basis for distinguishing between the protections offered the same persons based only on the legal characterization of the conflict.

“It is a generally accepted principle that when several norms bear on a single issue they should, to the extent possible, be

---


interpreted so as to give rise to a single set of compatible obligations”. 171

The reference to IHRL narrows the protective gap between rules applicable in IAC and NIAC.

3 – Incentive Structure of IHL in Crisis

The effectiveness of IHL depends heavily on the acceptance of the utility of its rules and the general attitude towards it. A groups’ perception of these rules having high normative value influences its behavior and compliance. The deterrence factor of prosecution for IHL violations has long been seen as one of the most important factors inducing compliance with IHL, with parties to a conflict measuring the magnitude and likelihood of punishment. But even though the behavior of non-State armed groups might be affected by the threat of prosecution, it is not clear whether it actually increases compliance, since the nature of conflict is not predictable and non-State armed groups often concentrate on short-term gains. The threat of future prosecution might not even influence a non-State armed groups’ behavior at all, as the likelihood of prosecution is too low to generate the desired respect for IHL. Immediate reactions are necessary to address this situation, but enforcement of IHL is rightly considered to be one of its principal failings. The fact that, even though international criminal law has been established as a real threat to IHL violations, its retroactive nature limiting immediate reactions supports this. Enforcement is important but cannot be relied upon by itself. This is why this thesis, while acknowledging the important role of the development of individual criminal responsibility, and


similar improvements, will now turn to incentives as a means to induce compliance with IHL.

### 3.1 – Incentives intrinsic to Humanitarian Aid

For the ICRC, establishing acceptance and negotiating access have long been preferred security management tools. But the events in Afghanistan forced the ICRC to question whether these tools remain viable options. The security dilemma aid workers are facing has sometimes been presented as a choice between the preservation of their neutrality, accepting heavy physical protection or leaving the hostile environment altogether.\(^{175}\) This chapter will however show that it is exactly the preservation of neutrality that keeps aid workers safe. The choice is therefore not between giving up neutrality or staying safe, in fact there may not even be a choice, as neutrality is the basis for keeping aid workers safe that can never be discarded.

Humanitarian aid, facilitating prisoner exchanges, care for combatants and the return of remains, serve as important material incentives for non-State armed groups. If a group is fighting for territorial autonomy, aid workers incentivize these actors to adhere to IHL, as they can provide support through development aid or capacity-building programs. Furthermore, letting aid worker help people under their control serves as an incentive for a non-State armed group trying to cultivate a positive image. This shows that the neutrality of an aid worker can be important in generating respect for IHL.

It seems reasonable to assume that the stronger the group, the bigger its political aspirations. Violations increase in situations where the non-State armed groups lack the means to shape or control civilian behavior, whereas public support

lowers the inclination to violence. \footnote{Wood, Reed M. (2015): Understanding strategic motives for violence against civilians during conflict. In: Krieger, Heike (Ed.): Inducing Compliance with International Humanitarian Law: Lessons from the African Great Lakes Region. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p 21f.} This leads to the dilemma that strong groups are more likely to adhere to IHL, whereas weaker groups are more prone to turn to IHL violations. \footnote{Non-State armed groups holding territory and controlling populations may have incentives similar to those of states to respect IHL, as it would contribute to stability and predictability and thus an increase in legitimacy among the population. ICRC (2016): Generating respect for the law: An appraisal, International Review of the Red Cross, Vol. 98, No. 2, War and security at sea, p. 677.} Stabilizing these groups thus could have an impact on their adherence, but this contradicts State interest. Reestablishing order in a volatile environment and providing aid to vulnerable and injured individuals affected by armed conflict can thus help in reducing violations of IHL. This makes the prospect of humanitarian aid valuable for non-State armed groups. Delivering humanitarian aid would not be possible without access. In order to obtain access, aid workers need to act neutral. This is why the following chapter will address neutrality and access as prerequisites for the incentivizing aspects of humanitarian aid.

### 3.1.1 – Neutrality

The ICRC makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious beliefs, class or political opinions. It endeavors to relieve the suffering of individuals, being guided solely by their needs, and to give priority to the most urgent cases of distress. Neutrality does not mean to be passive, disinterested or indifferent to acts of violence or violation of IHL. It does not imply detachment from the agony of people caused by conflict, nor does it mean a lack of affection, but rather sympathy with their suffering.
The concept of neutrality is not universally accepted and sometimes only if it is useful to the conflict parties. Neutrality is often criticized and some say that true neutrality doesn’t exist and humanitarian work is always political, since it has a political impact on the situation. Others blame the ICRC for having a hidden political agenda using neutrality as an excuse to pursue its political goals. Critics argue that “[h]umanitarian protection as practiced by the ICRC necessarily entails a type of politics that the rhetoric of neutrality cannot erase”. They assume that is an “unarguable point that all actions in the public sphere are in some sense political.” On the one hand, aid workers have to convince governments that their engagement does not confer any legitimacy on non-State armed groups. On the other hand, the potential of legitimacy can be the main selling point for non-State armed groups to engage in negotiations in the first place. Even though the ICRC tries to minimize the impact its work has on the power relation of parties to an armed conflict, there have been instances where it failed to do so. One example can be found “in Greece in the late 1960s, where its presence in that country provided some legitimacy to the military authorities that had overthrown the democratic government”. Neutral aspiration does not necessarily end in neutral impact. Material assistance could benefit one particular group within a community more than another, for example

---


males more than females.\textsuperscript{182} And even if a humanitarian actor bases its assistance on the principle of neutrality and distributes aid solely on the basis of need, it may be condemned for sometimes responding to some needs and not to others.\textsuperscript{183}

Adherence to neutrality is the preferred tool of the ICRC, as it enables trust and access.\textsuperscript{184} But the humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality and humanity are not uncontested.\textsuperscript{185} In order to enjoy the confidence of all parties involved, the ICRC must not take sides in hostilities or engage at any time in controversies of racial, religious or ideological nature and abstain from politics. The ICRC does not hold opinions on the legality of war, nor on the reasons for parties to conflict, but only determines the behavior of these parties during armed conflict. The ICRC’s policy refrains in general from public naming and shaming. But there have been instances where the ICRC has accepted the limits of confidentiality, accepting that going public benefitted the people it protects.\textsuperscript{186} It nonetheless prefers to inform parties involved of violations in a confidential manner. However, whenever the ICRC goes public, it


\textsuperscript{184} Harroff-Tavel, Marion (2003): Does it still make sense to be neutral? Humanitarian Practice Network, London: Overseas Development Institute, No. 25, p. 2.


\textsuperscript{186} ICRC (2007): Myanmar: ICRC denounces major and repeated violations of international humanitarian law.
does so in accordance with clearly defined criteria and is not departing from its neutrality as such. While it might be legitimate to condemn for example acts of terrorism, doing so could jeopardize trust.

In order to maintain its neutrality, the ICRC does not allow their representatives to testify before courts. This policy was endorsed by the ICTY and is now also written into the rules of procedure of the ICC. While this guarantees confidentiality and neutrality of the ICRC, some might see it as to undermine criminal justice. There are scholars who call for balancing the need of confidentiality against the need for prosecution and a less discreet ICRC in general. The ICRC has long faced criticism for remaining silent in the face of atrocities, and was urged to rely more on public condemnation. Speaking up against violations can help preventing IHL violations, because potential perpetrators would think twice whether or not they risk to be identified and held accountable. This criticism however neglects the negative side effects a naming and shaming

---

strategy could have on the organization’s perceived neutrality. Remaining neutral can help more people in the long term, even if that means that in the short run some individuals continue to suffer. But it is not easy to delineate how much improvement in what timeframe would be enough to justify ICRC discretion. The ICRC’s choice of discretion led to the allegation that the organization can be bought off in the sense that it might accept partial access, while parties to a conflict achieve keeping the ICRC away from other serious violations. Opponents argued that without full access, the ICRC cannot help all victims, but nevertheless believes to have achieved its goal by helping at least some victims. And while the parties to a conflict reap the benefits of cooperating with the ICRC, the organization is said to avoid addressing the real problem and fails to confront the authorities. But just because the organization remains reluctant to shame parties, it does not mean that it can be manipulated. Accepting partial access is not the end of ICRC commitment. While bringing support to a part of the victims, it will continue trying to reach all of them. Cooperation with parties violating IHL does not automatically lead to ICRC complicity in their behavior.

In the situation of Afghanistan, members of the conflicting parties are often locals. Even if the ICRC adheres to its principle of neutrality, local staff might be perceived as not neutral simply because of their background, connection to a specific community or a specific location. Furthermore, local politics are in a certain way always represented. Local staff generally has deeper knowledge with regard to social behavior and traditions, but might be more susceptible to pressure, intimidation and possible retaliation than international staff. It would be too simple to assume that relying on aid workers with a “cultural
proximity”\textsuperscript{192} will solve all security problems in countries like Afghanistan. But the local community can in some instances help to keep aid workers safe, because it has specific knowledge and sometimes influence over warring parties. Relying on well-connected local actors can improve the acceptance in the community, while increasing the participation of the beneficiaries can improve trust and access. They can contribute as they may have access to prior inaccessible regions or connections to previously unknown parties involved. The local network protects aid workers. The value a local community allocates to their work can influence behavior of the parties to a conflict that try to gain legitimacy and authority within the local population. But in Afghanistan, the margin for mistakes is very narrow. There will be situations in which the local community cannot reduce security risks, maybe because they are powerless to influence actors, overlook or misjudge threats or because they prefer an allegiance with another actor to the help of aid workers. Furthermore, acceptance is a local phenomenon. Being accepted in one community or province does not imply acceptance in neighboring communities. But while control over a certain area might change and negotiations with non-State armed groups asserting control need often to be repeated, relationships with communities can remain constant.

Neutrality is widely claimed by a lot of actors and watering down the essential meaning is a risk even within the humanitarian community. The plurality of different humanitarian actors with different agendas, codes of conducts, principles and goals, and which have different perception of what it means to be neutral, make it hard to separate between them. A with much effort negotiated access can easily be undermined by

\textsuperscript{192} On this concept see further: Brikci, Nouria (2005): Is cultural proximity the answer to gaining access in Muslim contexts? Humanitarian Practice Network, No. 29, pp. 43 – 45.
the actions of other actors. Dispensing aid to people in conflict is often a means to reinforcing authority and legitimacy. The cooptation and militarization of humanitarian aid as part of political agendas of States and non-State armed groups has direct effects on the security of aid workers. It is however important not to confuse every kind of assistance by military actors with humanitarianism, and to understand some forms of assistance as obligations under IHL to meet essential needs of the civilian population.

### 3.1.2 – Access

Access describes the full and unimpeded ability of actors to meet, interact and provide for populations in need. Different factors that restrict or deny access are often connected and include bureaucratic restrictions, obstacles related to climate, terrain or lack of infrastructure, deliberate diversion of aid and interference with the implementation of activities, active fighting and attacks on aid workers, goods and facilities.\(^{193}\) Humanitarian access is challenged by the proliferation of non-State armed groups, conditions imposed by States in negotiations such as CT legislation and the overlapping or missing distinction between different types of actors providing humanitarian aid. In general, most of the challenges are externally imposed, even though there are important internal challenges, such as inadequate human resources or security systems.

It is important to understand the difference between mere tolerance of an organization’s presence and program and true acceptance. Acceptance should be a deliberate and systematic approach consistent with and integrated into an organizational ethos. Acceptance is a mutual approach. In this regard, acceptance should not solely be a means of protection or for generating security related information, but a method to build

a genuine relationship that lays the foundation for access to vulnerable people and for effective programming that in turn reinforces acceptance.

Non-State armed groups with a strong command structure are more likely to engage in negotiations and those that control territory are more likely to have a firm grip on the enforcement of decisions. A political wing, strong military, civilian support and territorial control all positively influence access-giving decisions.\textsuperscript{194} The denial of access can bear individual criminal responsibility, because it might amount to war crimes, crimes against humanity or genocide. However, even judicial as well as diplomatic pressure might not suffice to force actors into giving access.\textsuperscript{195}

The lack of respect for the provision of neutral care provided to individuals perceived as the enemy remains a major source of attacks and prosecution of aid workers.\textsuperscript{196} Gaining and maintaining acceptance needs action beyond only good work in the field. Negotiating access takes place in a larger setting that decisively influences the negotiation outcome. This includes the gender dimension as well as cultural and religious considerations. If aid workers are being perceived as to represent opposing religious views or a lack thereof, cultural insensitivity or inappropriate behavior, erosion of trust is possible.

Trust is of paramount importance in safeguarding aid workers and will briefly be addressed. There are several conceptualizations of trust, whether it is seen as beliefs about other’s relia-

\textsuperscript{194} Jo, Heyran; Bryant, Katherine (2013): Taming of the warlords: commitment and compliance by armed opposition groups in civil wars, p. 254f.


bility, determination and predictability\textsuperscript{197} or as beliefs about other’s concern for a group, relationship or one’s wellbeing.\textsuperscript{198} Trust according to the former definition is an ability to predict other’s behavior. The latter definition is characterized by an expectation about the benevolence of the adversary. Trust is described as a set of “expectations of benign behavior from someone in a socially uncertain situation due to beliefs about the person’s dispositions”\textsuperscript{199} and incorporates the act of accepting “vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behavior of another”\textsuperscript{200}. Most importantly, trust affects the process of negotiating safety and enables people to establish cooperation and resolve conflicts. In a situation of mutual trust, the initiation of cooperation is encouraged, whereas breaking trust may result in the deterioration of relations.\textsuperscript{201} Trust is of high importance, because one’s perception of the adversary’s benevolent intentions will already increase the inclination to cooperation.\textsuperscript{202} And cooperation in contemporary armed conflict can serve as an incentive for adherence to IHL. The more one side perceives the adversary’s initiative as motivates by self-interest, the less likely trust will developed.

\begin{thebibliography}
\end{thebibliography}
Neutrality remains a valid strategy. But transparency, accountability and responsiveness have to complement this principle. This can most likely be achieved by demonstrating reliability and consistency as well as by fulfilling promises and expectations. The ICRC can counter disappointment by stating its goals clearly, delivering aid on time, as well as through monitoring and quality control. Acceptance is not a static attitude, but needs to be maintained, because it may diminish over time as people’s needs and expectations evolve.

3.2 – Other Incentives

This chapter will venture to understand motivational factors for non-State armed groups to comply with IHL through analyzing their benefits for compliance. This undertaking would be futile without understanding the origins and goals of any given non-State actor. In order to develop mechanisms that improve IHL compliance, it is indispensable to understand why IHL is violated in the first place. It is not the aim of this thesis to further the ongoing discussion, but rather to deduce reasons that can practically be addressed in order to improve the safety of aid workers. In order to improve IHL compliance the incentives of self-interest, reciprocity, fear of sanctions, reputation and maybe even legitimacy have to be strengthened.203

Compliance with IHL can be linked to military, political and legal aspects. Regarding the first, it makes sense to recall that IHL was formulated taking into account not only humanity, but also military necessity. IHL is upheld because it does not push for a maximum in humanitarian protection.204 What is


more, violating IHL can be counterproductive in terms of material costs and can lead to a loss of support among the population and among own fighters.\textsuperscript{205}

3.2.1 – Reputation and Legitimacy

It has been established that reputation serves as an incentive for States to adhere to IHL, but discussion arises over whether the same is true for non-State armed groups. While some argue that these groups, especially those fighting along ethnical lines, do not take into account public opinion and reputation in their considerations,\textsuperscript{206} this reasoning overlooks that non-State armed groups vary. Many of the non-State armed groups have an interest in establishing or maintaining political power. For groups pursuing political goals on the basis of coherent and stable structures, reputation remains an important incentive. Non-State armed groups “will care about international standards when adherence is beneficial for their political survival”.\textsuperscript{207} These groups’ judgments of public opinion, both nationally and internationally, however vary, as violating IHL may by some be held to be useful in gaining a very different kind of reputation. Non-State armed groups can hardly rely on coercive measures only, but must also gain popular support or at least a degree of consent from the civilian population. It is however true that in contemporary conflicts these political aims seem evermore often to be subordinated to short-term military gains. Furthermore, a horizontal structure and high fluctuation of members


\textsuperscript{207} Hyeran, Jo (2015): Compliant rebels: Rebel groups and international law in world politics, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, p. 78.
of an armed group contribute to the fact that long-term goals are neglected.

The proliferation of non-State armed groups and their chains of command, as factors affecting group behavior, have become less organized and consequently harder to address. Authority is often informal or unknown and diffused horizontally rather than through vertical structures, which often break-up, implode or rearrange themselves. Compliance with IHL has a positive influence on the internal functioning of a non-State armed group, as well as on its discipline and thus efficiency.\(^{208}\) And the military capacity and professionalism of non-State armed groups has an impact on their compliance.\(^{209}\) Organizational characteristics allow centralized compliance decisions,\(^ {210}\) while little or no control often results in indiscriminate violence. And violations that are connected to the capacity of the group will vary over time, as the group changes.\(^ {211}\)

Non-State armed groups behavior seems to be incompatible with IHL, as they often pursue policies that are in clear contradiction of the law. This induced some scholars to argue that these groups are inherently unimpressed by considerations of


reciprocity, sanctions or legitimacy. Some go so far as to contend that non-State armed groups have succeeded in leveraging compliance in their favor and in turn co-opted conventional compliance incentives.\textsuperscript{212} This reasoning however neglects that non-State armed groups also strive for goals based on political aspirations. Whether actors comply with IHL does depend on whether they strive for legitimacy. This aspiration manifests amongst other things in the fact that violence against aid workers is rarely an aim in itself but serves as an instrument in attaining different goals, for example gaining attention of the international community.

3.2.2 – Reciprocity

An important legal incentive of IHL can be found in reciprocity. If one party adheres to IHL and treats their adversary well, the other party is likely to do the same. Whereas positive reciprocity may instill adherence to IHL during armed conflict,\textsuperscript{213} negative reciprocity can lead to a downward spiral of escalation of violence and to increased non-compliance, even though the legal applicability of IHL is never conditioned upon reciprocity

\textsuperscript{212} By using lawfare, these groups employ IHL as a means to achieve military objectives, by making it appear as though their opponent is conducting its hostilities in violation of the law. Focusing on legal standards and unclear characteristics creates the impression whereby the adversary is deprived of public support. One example can be found in non-state armed groups using human shields, a method itself outlawed by IHL, in order to increase civilian casualties in the event of an attack. Zoli, Corri (2011): Humanizing Irregular Warfare, Framing Compliance for Nonstate Armed Groups at the Intersection of Security and Legal Analyses, p. 190.

\textsuperscript{213} This has been acknowledged also by the UN Secretary General: “The incentives for armed groups to comply with the law should be emphasized, including increased likelihood of reciprocal respect for the law by opposing parties”. United Nations Secretary General (2012): Report of the Secretary-General on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, UN Doc. S/2012/376, Paragraph 41.
between parties to a NIAC.\textsuperscript{214} Conflicting parties are encouraged to comply with IHL under the expectation that the adversary will do the same. This logic only works, as long as the adversary is perceived to be able to act in reciprocity. Some parties to a NIAC violate IHL knowing fully that the other party does not have the means or possibility to retaliate in reciprocity.\textsuperscript{215} Reciprocity thus presupposes a certain degree of symmetry as well as parallel interest of the parties to a conflict, which appears unlikely in NIAC. The fact that the State party to a NIAC cannot expect that the non-State actor will operate reciprocally highlights the limited role this concept plays in contemporary conflicts. Non-State actors in turn have no incentive to respect IHL, as they see their adherence to it as a military disadvantage. The absence of an equal status between combatants of a State and of a non-State actor creates a normatively asymmetrical situation, in which killing a State’s combatants is illegal, killing fighters of non-State armed groups however is not.\textsuperscript{216}

\begin{flushleft}


\end{flushleft}
4 – Viable Approaches during this Crisis

Parties to NIAC are in different power and legal positions, the one being the lawful defender of order, the other the perpetrator and criminal. While non-State armed groups are subject to IHL and thus legally obliged to respect it, IHL provides them with few incentives for compliance, even more so in contemporary armed conflict. In this chapter, I will analyze what incentivizing measures still work, before discussing the advantages of broadening the protection of IHL to all parties to a conflict, regardless of their goals and intentions. I will come back to the role voluntary commitment can play and address one approach put forward by the NGO Geneva Call. Furthermore, the issue of non-State armed groups and the creation of law will briefly be discussed. The concept of the recognition of belligerency will be analyzed in order to establish a framework for discussion on the concept of recognition of combatant status in today's NIAC as a tool to increase respect for IHL. Obviously, these incentive-type proposals are based on the assumption that a non-State armed group actually wants to respect IHL. This assumption may however often be wrong. Non-State armed groups pursuing strategies often labeled as terroristic, require IHL to transplant its rules onto an unconventional form of organized violence. The structure of such groups refutes established rules and is at odds with the one presupposed by IHL, as they repudiate the conception of noncombatant immunity and neither accept the distinction between civilian and combatant, nor the concept of necessity and proportionality.  

\[217\]

---

4.1 – Measures adaptable to a New Reality

4.1.1 – Right to Humanitarian Access

IHL confers on the ICRC a specific mandate to act in the event of an armed conflict.

“An impartial humanitarian body, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, may offer its services to the parties of the conflict”.218

Its own statute reinforces the right of initiative, authorizing the ICRC to “take any humanitarian initiative which comes within its role as a specifically neutral and independent institution and intermediary”.219 The ICRC Code of Conduct explicitly refers to the humanitarian imperative as the “right to receive humanitarian assistance, and to offer it, [...] which should be enjoyed by all citizens of all countries”.220

Whether a right to humanitarian assistance exists in IHL has been subject to debate for quite some time.221 It has now been established that Common Article 3 and other articles of

218 Geneva Conventions, Common Article 3(2); Geneva Convention IV, Article 63.
IHL provide for such a right. The IHL framework governing humanitarian initiative is generally constituted of four interdependent layers. Each party to a conflict bears the primary responsibility to meet the needs of the population under its control. Impartial humanitarian actors have the right to offer their services, in particular in situations where a party fails to meet the basic needs of the population. Nothing in the relevant IHL provisions may be interpreted as to restrain this right. IHL however, does not specifically define what humanitarian action entails in detail. In NIACs, "relief actions for the civilian population which are of an exclusively humanitarian and impartial nature and which are conducted without any adverse distinction shall be undertaken subject to the consent of the High Contracting Party concerned." Under customary law, parties to a conflict must allow and facilitate rapid and unimpeded passage and ensure freedom of movement for authorized aid workers. But military necessity can restrict their movements temporarily.

In order to free humanitarian organizations from unnecessary restrictions, States must not use or interpret any of the provisions in a way that constitutes an “obstacle to the humanitarian activities which the ICRC or any other impartial humanitarian organization may, subject to the consent of the Parties to the conflict concerned, undertake for the protection of civilian persons and for their relief”. The provisions subjecting aid to party consent does however not free said parties from their

---

222 For example Geneva Convention I–III Article 9; Geneva Convention IV, Article 10; Additional Protocol I, Article 81; Additional Protocol II, Article 18

223 Additional Protocol II, Article 18(2).


225 ibid. Rule 56

226 Geneva Conventions I-III Article 9; Geneva Convention IV Article 10.
obligation to provide some humanitarian assistance, and they are not allowed to withhold their consent arbitrarily.\textsuperscript{227} The question whether or not a party to the conflict can withhold its consent, is intrinsically linked to its ability to provide for the basic needs of the population under its control. The determination of this question could however prove to be difficult. IHL does also not regulate the consequences of a denial of consent.

So far, the question whether direct denial of humanitarian assistance could lead to individual criminal responsibility has not yet been sufficiently examined. But here once again, the ICTY has played a significant role in addressing the issue. In its Čelebići case the tribunal charged Hazim Delic with grave breaches of Geneva Convention IV for inter alia “deprivation of adequate food, water, medical care as well as sleeping and toilet facilities”.\textsuperscript{228} In light of the prohibition of starvation of civilians as a method of warfare, which constitutes a war crime under the Rome Statute of the ICC, denial of humanitarian aid is further restricted. Despite IHL violations lacking appropriate accountability, explicit recognition of the willful denial and deprivation of humanitarian assistance as international crimes could lead to greater respect for IHL and thus to greater protection of aid workers. Indeed, the fact that individuals and other actors could be held responsible for their criminal actions and prosecuted on an international level, could provide an important deterrent effect.\textsuperscript{229}


Once humanitarian aid work is accepted, the parties to a conflict are expected to allow and facilitate unimpeded access, subject to their right of control. In such situations, even military necessity can only temporarily and geographically restrict humanitarian aid. IHL does not clearly define who should consent to humanitarian action in a situation of NIAC. One view requires only the consent of a non-State armed group when aiming at actions in areas controlled by this actor, while diverging views argue in favor of also requiring the consent of the State in which territory the area lies. The ICRC follows Article 18(2) of Additional Protocol II, which requires the consent of the High Contracting Party. This approach can be problematic in cases where a State might withhold its consent based on CT legislation. This unfortunate situation could lead to humanitarian assistance being perceived as to disadvantage non-State armed groups. Establishing a right to provide assistance regardless of consent could thus prove to be an incentive for non-State armed groups.

The humanitarian imperative suggests for a right to receive as well as to provide aid. It is still a matter of discussion whether there is a right to access, based on which assistance could be given without the consent of the parties to a conflict, whether there is a right to give humanitarian assistance so to speak. Even though a right to humanitarian initiative has been established, it should not be interpreted as a right to access, as

---


231 The notion of consent has been an important issue in contemporary legal debate. For more information on the ICRC’s view see: ICRC (2014): ICRC, Q&A and lexicon on humanitarian access.

consent is still required. Issues arising from the debate over a right to access culminate in the question of how to design such a right while balancing the interests of all parties involved. When a right to provide humanitarian aid could be agreed upon, for example through invoking customary international law, and if violations of that right would be tied to strong accountability measures, the safety of aid workers would vastly be improved. A clear right of humanitarian actors to provide assistance, combined with the right for individuals affected by conflict to request assistance, could powerfully strengthen the motivation of all involved to respect IHL. The right to access could open a window of engagement otherwise closed. It would facilitate engagement with all parties to a conflict and launch debate on how norms and rules of IHL should be interpreted. This can encourage legal, political and social internalization of IHL rules. This dialogue with non-State armed groups is important, because it has direct impact on their compliance with IHL.

4.1.2 – Amnesties

Another incentive for improving compliance could be to enlarge non-prosecution for taking part in armed conflicts or granting amnesties for actions in accordance with IHL. These measures are not to be confounded with the concept of combatant immunity, as they take hold only after the conflict. Amnesties and combatant status do not have the same legal weight, as members of non-State armed groups cannot simply

---


235 Ibid., p. 678.
assume that amnesty will be granted after the conflict, whereas combatants can rely on immunity based on their combatant status. Nonetheless, amnesties have in a way created a retrospectively functional equivalent to combatant immunity, insofar as they prevent fighters from being prosecuted under domestic law for having engaged in armed conflict against the State. In doing so, they too can provide incentives for adherence to IHL.

Amnesties can take different forms, such as amnesty agreements as part of peace treaties, unilateral amnesty declarations or domestic amnesty legislation. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon reaffirmed that non-State armed groups “have little legal incentive to comply with international humanitarian law if they are likely to face domestic criminal prosecution for their mere participation in a non-international armed conflict, regardless of whether they respect the law or not”\(^\text{236}\) and that “granting amnesty for merely participating in hostilities […] may in some circumstances help provide the necessary incentive”.\(^\text{237}\) The ICRC notes that according to customary law, “States are not absolutely obliged to grant an amnesty at the end of hostilities but are required to give this careful consideration and to endeavor to adopt such an amnesty”.\(^\text{238}\) Amnesty is also encouraged through Article 6(5) of Additional Protocol II and various UN declarations.\(^\text{239}\)

Adversaries to the idea of granting amnesties put forward the principle of sovereignty. A NIAC breaking out seems to


\(^{237}\) ibid., Paragraph 44.


manifest a certain inability of the State to maintain its sovereignty. International law provides the State with the means to restore its sovereignty, whereas amnesties are perceived by some as to undermine the States’ standing. If a non-State actors seeks to overthrow the government, the prospect to be granted amnesties by the government is beside the point, as the goal of the conflict is to become the government, which, if achieved, would ultimately provide them with the power to amnesty their own acts. Adversaries also argue that IHL, a body of law, which is applicable during times of armed conflict, should not be able to influence a States’ behavior towards the treatment of non-State armed groups after the end of said armed conflict. One might also argue that the prospect of amnesties entices non-State armed groups to intensify the armed conflict in order to reach the threshold of Additional Protocol II. An amnesty that is too certain can thus be a disincentive to engage in restraint. But in a situation, where the prospect of amnesties is unclear, non-State armed groups find themselves in legal limbo during the conflict. This might not be enough incentive form them to respect IHL.240

Only if the non-State armed group knows that an amnesty depends on a variety of factors linked to its behavior during an armed conflict, it is reasonable to see retroactive amnesty as an incentive for restraint and adherence to IHL. There seems to be a discrepancy in IHL that denies recognition of combatant status to non-State actors during an armed conflict, but nonetheless encourages States to absolve their adversaries after an armed conflict. It does not seem difficult to see why States would not want to recognize the sort of privilege of combatant status after a conflict, they were not willing to recognize during the conflict.

Because there is no legal compulsion on States to grant amnesty, it might be hard to find a basis to treat its provisions as being able to support a customary rule. Their continuing use however, proofs the State’s inclination to grant amnesties in NIAC, demonstrating a willingness to consider solutions other than criminal prosecution in order to achieve greater political and social aims. Furthermore, amnesties appear to be consistent not only with States’ practice, but also with the spirit of IHL.\textsuperscript{241}

\section*{4.2 – Non-State armed Groups and the Creation of Law}

Engagement with non-State armed groups on the implementation and enforcement of the law has so far not sufficiently incorporated the approach of these groups enforcing IHL themselves. This chapter sets out the case for granting non-State armed groups a limited role in the creation of IHL in order to establish a constructive engagement with these actors without downgrading the standards of IHL. This does not imply that non-State armed actors should be given the same lawmaking role as States, nor does it dispute the continuing centrality of the State in the international system.

The argument of non-State groups not having any obligation under IHL, only because they didn’t participate in its development, is an easy excuse. Whether non-State armed groups should be and are able to contribute to lawmaking has been a topic of much debate.\textsuperscript{242} Opponents to giving non-State


\textsuperscript{242} Some argue that lawmaking remains State-centric, but non-State armed groups have an influence on this process. See: Clapham, Andrew (2006): Human rights obligations of non-State actors in conflict situations, The
armed groups a role in the creation of IHL see the risk of lending legitimacy to these groups. Another argument is that these actors might seek to weaken instead of improving the law. It can, however, not be assumed that the involvement of non-State armed groups necessarily leads to a downgrading of legal standards. Giving those groups the opportunity to participate in the lawmaking process does not mean giving them the power to alter achieved IHL rules, nor the power to dictate the contents of future laws. Including non-State armed groups in the development of IHL increases their exposure to IHL, and improves internal engagement with it. The international community would furthermore get an insight on which rules non-State armed groups accept, have problems with or reject all together. What is more, their involvement could provide for a point of contact between the non-State armed groups and other actors that could prove helpful in bringing the conflict to an end. The main reason, however, is that involving non-State armed groups in the development of IHL would constitute the best way to ensure that compliance is a realistic possibility. Involving non-State armed groups in treaty-making is not an easy task and reaching an agreement over who can and who cannot participate seems almost impossible, not least because CT legislation often renders engagement practically difficult and politically controversial, to say the least. However, the


244 In 2010 the US Supreme Court ruled that providing non-State armed groups with advice or training on IHL could amount to providing material support in violation of US law. See: (2010): Holder v. Humanitarian Law
advantages could ultimately outweigh the disadvantages and including non-State armed groups in the creation of IHL could suffuse it with a greater sense of realism. 245

Many of the disadvantages and advantages depend on the manner of how non-State armed groups would be empowered to take part in the lawmaking process. They could remain bound by existing IHL, or have the option of opting out, they could be given a right in the creation of new law, but not a right to declare themselves bound by it. They also could be given the right to adopt new laws, without being able to participate in their creation.

There are different ways of how non-State armed groups could engage in the lawmaking process. It may be that the practice and opinion juris of a non-State armed group can be used in the formation of customary IHL. This approach was taken in the Tadic Decision. 246 Non-State armed groups could do so based on the express or implied State consent. A State entering into a bilateral agreement does in fact implicitly acknowledge some form of law making role. 247 Traditionally, State-like entities had capacity to enter into legal relations and

---


247 Roberts, Anthea; Sivakumaran, Sandesh (2012): Lawmaking by Nonstate Actors: Engaging Armed Groups in the Creation of International Humanitarian Law, Yale Journal of International Law, Vol. 37, No. 1, p. 120.
to conclude treaties. It could be deduced that non-State armed groups fulfilling many characteristics of a State, like territory, population, government, could engage in the law making process. However, this approach seems to be impossible to implement, as States will feel threatened by granting groups a lawmaking role, especially when these groups are State-like. It furthermore might incentivize said groups to using violent means to achieve that State-like status.\textsuperscript{248} The ICRC study on customary IHL does include some statements and practices of such groups, which are however listed under “other relevant practice”.\textsuperscript{249} The question whether customary IHL is now being derived not only from the practice of States, but also from the practice of non-State armed groups, remains.\textsuperscript{250}

This chapter proposes that non-State armed groups should be bound by existing IHL, but at the same time should be enabled to contribute to the law creation process through issuing binding unilateral decisions, committing to existing and taking on new obligations. Non-State armed groups should similarly be encouraged to enter into bilateral or multilateral agreements, affirming their IHL obligations and bringing new obligations into play. Allowing non-State armed groups to declare their commitment and their intention to comply with IHL could also promote the advantages of the incentive of reciprocity.

All parties to a conflict are required to enforce IHL and bring alleged perpetrators to justice. Courts established by parties to the conflict could serve to that purpose, especially

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{248} ibid., pp. 120f.
\end{footnotesize}
because command responsibility suggests the establishment of these courts. The ICC even stated that “the availability of a functional military judicial system [within the non-state armed group] through which [a commander] could have punished crimes committed and prevented their future repetition“\(^{251}\), is an important part of command responsibility. Many non-State armed groups establish courts in their territory of control. They are often viewed as illegitimate and inconsistent with the standards of fair trial. Some even argue that non-State armed groups are inherently incapable to afford due process guarantees.\(^{252}\) But Additional Protocol II simply requires the “essential guarantees of independence and impartiality”, \(^{253}\) implying that even non-State actors can set up courts. State actors in a NIAC often see these courts as an encroachment on their sovereignty.\(^{254}\) Any neutral observance of these courts is feared to lend them legitimacy and some kind of legal status. It might even support secessionist aims.\(^{255}\) And non-State armed groups implement courts precisely to present the image of a functioning and legitimate regime and an alternative to State authority.


\(^{253}\) Additional Protocol II, Article 6(2).


The claims of State actors thus have merit, but they need to be balanced against the possible benefits these courts can provide.

The courts could serve as a mechanism to enforce IHL, to contribute to the maintenance of law and order and to prosecute violations and are therefore fighting impunity. In the particular case of Afghanistan, various States have urged caution in engaging with non-State actors such as the Taliban. The government of Afghanistan voiced concerns, because engaging non-State armed groups “would reduce the Government from being a sovereign to being a mere faction in a civil war”\(^\text{256}\) while others added that “contact [...] with non-State armed groups can be established only with the consent of the Government of the relevant States [...] so as not to legitimize existing outlawed units”\(^\text{257}\). As noted earlier, CT legislations may even render these engagements illegal. While giving legitimacy to armed groups is a valid concern, some non-State armed groups' courts may indeed have a claim to legitimacy, especially if they provide the means for prosecution, when otherwise no one would.

A system could be envisaged where courts of non-State armed groups will be granted the ability to prosecute petty crimes, disputes, and lesser violations of IHL by their own fighters, while obliging them to transfer grave breaches of IHL to international jurisdiction. The question whether certain decisions by these courts should be recognized remains a difficult one. An examination on a case-to-case basis might provide an answer as to which courts and which court decisions should be recognized. It however remains unlikely for States to accept


courts established by a non-State armed group it is in conflict with, not to speak of recognizing their decisions as law. The ICRC acknowledges the complexity of having two legal systems of law during the conflict, but does not regard it as impossible.\textsuperscript{258}

The international community should seek to make advantage of the role these courts can play in ensuring respect for IHL and for aid workers, rather than to condemn them without offering suggestions of improvement. A way forward, too lengthy for this thesis, but not without importance, would be to limit the admissibility of non-State armed groups legislating and setting up courts, by analogy to the rights an occupying power is allowed to exercise under the law of belligerent occupation.

\textbf{4.3 – Codex of Commitment}

“Improved compliance with international humanitarian law and human rights law will always remain a distant prospect in the absence of, and absent acceptance of the need for, systematic and consistent engagement with non-State armed groups”.\textsuperscript{259}

Non-State armed groups are often criticized and rarely encouraged, their violation of IHL exploited while their compliance is presupposed. There are however mechanisms, which allow non-State armed groups to commit to, increase their engagement with, and ratify legal obligations similar to IHL. Some of them will be addressed here in order to propose a general codex of commitments as an incentivizing tool for non-State armed groups to adhere to IHL.


Non-State armed groups can make unilateral declarations, which normally set out a group’s position on IHL. They might deal with particular norms of IHL or with the full body of law and may even create legal obligations going beyond the Geneva Conventions.\textsuperscript{260} It is important that these unilateral declarations do not obligate other parties to a conflict towards additional rules. Making unilateral declarations does not entail that they are, or should be nonbinding, nor does it imply, that no benefits accrue to the party that follows the declaration. However, these declarations are hard to enforce and might be made based on political reasons without much real intention to implement them.\textsuperscript{261}

Parties to a conflict can draw up codes of conduct. One example for such a code of conduct is the Layha for the Mujahadeen of the Taliban of Afghanistan, issued in 2001 and revised in 2009 and 2010.\textsuperscript{262}

Common Article 3 provides the instrument of special agreements, so as to show commitment for IHL. “The Parties to the conflict should further endeavor to bring into force, by means of special agreements, all or part of the other provisions of the present Convention“.\textsuperscript{263} Special agreements, being concluded within the framework of IHL, cannot be used to diminish rights and obligations applicable to armed conflict. Since non-State armed groups are increasingly playing a role in contemporary armed conflicts, these agreements may prove crucial


\textsuperscript{262} Munir, Muhammad (2011): The Layha for the Mujahideen: an analysis of the code of conduct for the Taliban fighters under Islamic law.

\textsuperscript{263} Common Article 3 Geneva Conventions.
for encouraging compliance with IHL. They can be concluded with one or more parties, but can also be concluded with UN entities and NGOs.\textsuperscript{264} It can be differentiated between declaratory agreements, in which actors clarify their already existing obligations under IHL, and constitutive agreements, representing the concurrent will of all parties to a conflict to abide by IHL, what serves the purpose of potentially enhancing the obligations by going beyond already applicable provisions. These agreements\textsuperscript{265} involve the non-State actor in the creation of rules that will apply to them, thus improving ownership of IHL in general. This sense of ownership, a symbolic validation, is a way of improving respect for IHL.\textsuperscript{266} The agreements address the direct relationship between non-State actors and IHL and serve as an entry for further dialogue with the non-State armed group.\textsuperscript{267} The single fact of engaging in dialogue may already improve adherence to IHL, as it enables the actors involved to engage in conversation that might otherwise not take place. However, despite being enshrined in the Geneva Conventions, the applicable legal regime for such agreements is not entirely

\textsuperscript{264} Sivakumaran, Sandesh (2015): Implementing humanitarian norms through non-State armed groups, p. 128.

\textsuperscript{265} One example of such a special agreement in Afghanistan is the Afghan Peace Accord, which included clauses concerning the release of detainees. Parties to a NIAC can also agree to other obligations in a special agreement, such as international human right norms. Sivakumaran, Sandesh (2012): The Law of Non-International Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 125.


clear and there is no obligation to actually conclude them.\textsuperscript{268} The mechanism of these agreements has in itself not been able to stop violations of IHL.\textsuperscript{269}

If there were to be a code of conduct or public statements on the respect for IHL, non-State armed groups could more easily be held accountable. These actors could show their commitment to international standards even though they don’t have the legal capacity to become party to the Geneva Conventions. Respecting IHL can be in the interest of non-State armed groups.\textsuperscript{270} They might gain reciprocal respect by the State actor, including proper treatment of detained members and achieve a greater probability of dialogue with the adversary. Lives can be saved through the facilitation of aid. Non-State armed groups might adhere to these agreements and codes, because they perceive it as a step towards more legitimacy and because they can differentiate themselves from other more vicious groups.

The NGO Geneva Call, observing the challenges posed by the State-centric nature of IHL, can serve as an example of IHL inclusion of non-State armed groups. To give a case in point, the NGO has drawn up a “Deed of Commitment”, obtaining obligations equivalent to those contained in the Ottawa Con-


vention on Land Mines, that non-State armed groups can voluntarily commit to. The deed incorporates a monitoring mechanism for violations and signatories have reporting obligations. Similarly, the UN Security Council has brought forward the idea of “Action Plans”, requiring certain listed States and non-State armed groups to halt recruitment of child soldiers. This mechanism includes a working group monitoring the development of, and compliance with these action plans.

These examples could be drawn upon and translated into a general codex of commitment with regard to IHL. Non-State armed groups would be encouraged to sign a declaration, which provides for several obligations, including issuing the necessary order and directives to commanders and fighters in understandable form for the implementation of, education in and adherence to IHL. This declaration could enable a non-State armed group to express its adherence to treaties it is not able to ratify. The codex of commitment could incorporate specific provisions that reinforce commitment to IHL and also serve as a basis for a clear understanding of the nature and content of the code, as well as of IHL more generally. It needs to be stable against incidents of its violation that can occur through members of a group, sub-groups or the group as a whole. Such a codex of commitment could empower signatories to enact disciplinary measures such as demotion, suspension, expulsion and imprisonment of individuals not adhering to the rules laid out in the deed. Furthermore, a two level monitoring mechanism could be envisaged to supervise the non-State armed groups’ undertakings. Monitoring is necessary, because even though all possible mechanisms of prevention and sanctions


are in place, violations may still occur.\textsuperscript{273} This mechanism could first allow for self-monitoring and self-reporting in the form of submitting reports to an impartial actor that would facilitate continued debate about IHL. The self-reporting mechanism would yield the advantage that non-State armed groups take responsibility for their commitment and explain their response to allegations of violence, but also implements a sense of ownership and leads to greater knowledge of IHL.\textsuperscript{274} If non-State armed groups were to take the self-reporting mechanism seriously, they might even be allowed to report on the compliance by their government or other adversaries. This would serve as another incentive to respect IHL, as non-State armed groups are given a tool to demand greater compliance with IHL by other parties to a conflict. A second level of monitoring could include an impartial actor writing its own reports and conducting routine follow up missions and verification missions in the case of credible allegations of IHL violations. There may be a need for outside assistance in achieving this, but the responsibility would ultimately have to lie with the non-State armed group itself. Without its explicit intention, it remains doubtful that internalization of IHL and an improvement in aid worker security could be achieved. There is a link between concluding agreements and complying with the agreements, just as there is a link between taking part in the negotiation of rules and abiding by these rules. This is clearly documented by some non-State armed groups declaring not to be bound by IHL, because they did not participate in its creation.\textsuperscript{275} “Without the

\textsuperscript{273} Bangerter, Oliver (2015): Comment – persuading armed groups to better respect international humanitarian law, p. 114.


opportunity to expressly commit themselves to the treaty provisions, armed groups may be unwilling to consider themselves bound to international obligations agreed to by political structures of which they were not part”.

There are areas where States are anxious to retain as much scope for freedom of action as possible. With the international community remaining rather State-centered with States playing the dominant role and other actors having a secondary role despite changes in the international system, it is the question, whether the present climate is conducive to such an instrument. But if States are to realize that such an instrument would not change their obligations, but rather increase the obligation by non-State armed groups that would then be subject to obligations stemming from IHL as well as from the new instrument, they might not object to the creation of it. Geneva Call, various States and the UN have recognized the potential for non-State armed groups to influence one another through agreements on compliance with IHL. Non-State armed groups may sign such a codex of commitment in order to persuade other parties to a NIAC to make similar commitments or implement existing obligations, ensuring reciprocity. The commitments may even have influence on groups and States not directly involved in NIAC.

---


4.4 – Achieving Universial Combatant Status

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, internal violence was not regulated through a comprehensive legal framework but rather through the tool of recognition of belligerency\textsuperscript{280}, ad-hoc agreements and instructions.\textsuperscript{281} The recognition of belligerency is based on the idea that when an insurgent party achieved quasi-State characteristics, the armed conflict should be regarded as a conflict between two independent entities, thus bringing the laws of war into a conflict between de facto two States.\textsuperscript{282} Accordingly, members of non-State armed groups were treated as combatants. The hostilities conducted by non-State armed groups should not be placed on the same level with those conducted by the lawful government.\textsuperscript{283} It followed that the non-State actor could no longer be prosecuted simply for participating in the conflict but the mechanism differs from the government simply abstaining to prosecute non-combatants fighting against it through the enforcement of criminal law.

\textsuperscript{280} A historical analysis shows that besides the recognition of belligerency, a recognition of insurgency was possible. For more information see: Paust, Jordan J. (2015): Armed Opposition Groups, pp. 280f. This chapter will however focus on the former.

\textsuperscript{281} Instructions as found for example in the Lieber Code. The Code did not derive from state side alone and entails many instructions being given to combatants and to non-state armed groups. See: Sivakumaran, Sandesh (2012): The Law of Non-International Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 24.


The policy of recognition of belligerency saw its prime in the nineteenth century, but disappeared over the twentieth century. By looking at how and why combatant immunity derived from the recognition of belligerency, it can be assessed, whether there is room for it in contemporary conflicts as well. The purpose of this chapter is to reexamine the recognition of belligerency in light of today’s nature of conflict and propose the recognition of combatant status as way forward.

Historically, war making power was deemed a sovereign prerogative and any situation of NIAC was considered to be a matter of the affected State alone. The lawful government as a party to NIAC had the right to confer a status of belligerency on the other party to the conflict, whereas the unlawful belligerents could not demand that they be recognized as belligerents. The recognition was not regarded as to be mandatory. Nevertheless, recognition of belligerency was deemed necessary, when the extend of the conflict amounted to that of general war. There was however no consequence for failing to

---


recognize belligerency. Some acts by the lawful government could be regarded as indirectly recognizing belligerency. They include acquiescence to or the imposition of a blockade, as well as the application of certain types of neutrality legislation. These regulations changed over time and it now seems as though recognition would have to be explicitly acknowledged. For the lawful government, recognition of belligerency at first glance implied more disadvantages than benefits, as it would confer rights to non-State armed groups that it as the sovereign already possesses. But if the recognition would achieve adherence to IHL and thus better treatment for their combatants, the lawful government would benefit as well. The recognition of belligerency did not change the legal nature and obligations of the lawful government, which gained the advantage of reciprocity vis-à-vis non-State armed groups.

Considerations about whether a state of belligerency could be recognized were subject to much debate. Although recognition of belligerency required certain factors, precisely what these factors were, was contested. They included a de facto political and military organization, the actual employment of military forces, the holding of territory, the duration of the conflict and the observance of the law of war. The debate about these factors is reminiscent on today’s discussion about the

---

288 There has been discussion about an obligatory recognition of belligerency. In practice, there has however never been such a requirement. See further: Siotis, Jean (1958): Le Droit de la guerre et les conflict armés d’un caractère non-international, Paris: Pichon et Durand-Auzias, pp. 109f., 128 – 131.


290 Turkel Commission (2010): The Public Commission to Examine the Maritime Incident of 31 May 2010, Report Part One, Paragraph 42 clarifies that the naval blockade of the Gaza Strip “should not be interpreted in any way to suggest that the historic doctrine of “belligerency” is applicable or appropriate in this case“.
definition of NIAC. Other factors were the attitude of States not involved in the violence to define their attitude to the conflict, as well as the practical necessity to define outside recognition.\textsuperscript{291} This was needed in order to distinguish genuine instances of recognition from those intended to help the non-State armed group.\textsuperscript{292}

Out of humanitarian reasons the recognition of belligerency should be examined as early on in a conflict as possible. However, as there is no obligation for recognition, it had to be expected that this question would be calculated based on self-interest or exigency rather than compulsion. Only on rare occasions did humanitarian concerns influence the decision to grant recognition, for example in the Greek War of Independence in the 1820s.\textsuperscript{293}

The use of the recognition of belligerency remained inconsistent with some States acknowledging a state of belligerency while others treated the same situation as a rebellion. In light of these drawbacks and the insufficiency of ad-hoc agreements, States turned to IHL to regulate NIACs. With the Geneva Conventions taking form and especially through the legal framework regulating NIAC, recognition of belligerency seemed to lose importance.\textsuperscript{294} Recognition of belligerency was only seldom resorted to and highly inconsistent State practice suggests

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{293}] ibid., pp. 17f.
\item[\textsuperscript{294}] Attempts to extend the full protection of IHL to situations where the criteria for the recognition of belligerency were met, were rejected at the Diplomatic Conferences debating the adoption of the Geneva Conventions. See: Federal Political Departement (1949): Final Record of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva of 1949, Volume II B, Berne, pp. 352 - 330.
\end{itemize}
that this mechanism might have been abandoned. However, it cannot be concluded that this regulatory framework has completely been foregone, or that it cannot be used in the future.

The conflict in Afghanistan displays characteristics on which the theory of recognition of belligerency was formulated and implemented. One could argue that the Security Council's determination that the situation "in Afghanistan still constitutes a threat to international peace and security," or the extent of the military operations conducted by the multinational coalition constitute a de facto recognition of belligerency. In fact, establishing a functional equivalent between the authorization by the Security Council and the recognition of belligerency could go a long way in improving adherence to IHL. The possibility of a variation of the recognition of belligerency taking hold in contemporary armed conflicts will now be addressed and the recognition of combatant status will be presented as the most promising incentive for non-State armed groups to adhere to IHL.

IHL regulating NIAC binds each party of the conflict to the same obligations and rights. This fundamental principle of the equality of belligerents is challenged by the fact that non-State armed groups remain subject to domestic prosecution and by the lack of equal status, i.e. combatant status. No treaty provision applicable to NIAC mentions either combatant immunity or POW status. The protection awarded by the combatant


\footnotesize{Parsons, Rymn J. (2013): Combatant Immunity in Non-International Armed Conflict, Past and Future, ExpressO, Unpublished Paper, p. 23.}


status is as much about excluding specific individuals as they are about protecting others. The combatant status thus reflects the predominance of States in the creation of IHL.\textsuperscript{299} However, combatant immunity is a crucial incentive for compliance, no less relevant for NIAC as it is in IAC. This is widely accepted\textsuperscript{300} and there have been initiatives to include immunity in laws governing NIAC even in the formulation of the Geneva Conventions. Norway’s provision where the “application of the Conventions [...] would not prevent the lawful government from instituting regular procedure for the prosecution of the rebels. The latter, however, could not be punished on the sole grounds of having taken part in the conflict”\textsuperscript{301} was not met with much enthusiasm.\textsuperscript{302} Similarly, Great Britain suggested “that the signatory countries agree to amend their penal law to prevent them from condemning vanquished rebels on the sole grounds of having borne arms against the legal government.”\textsuperscript{303} but the initiatives proved to be unsuccessful. Later on, the ICRC continued to pursue the introduction of combatant

\textsuperscript{299} Oeter, Stefan (1999): Die Entwicklung des Kriegsgefangenenrechts, p. 48.

\textsuperscript{300} It was for example noted at the Conference that “limitation of the partisans’ right to PW status might induce them to disregard the laws of war, thus making [...] the conflict more pitiless”. ICRC (1974): Report on the Work of the Conference of Government Experts for the Study of the Conventions for the Protection of War Victims, Geneva, p. 110.

\textsuperscript{301} Federal Political Departement (1949): Final Record of the Diplomatic Conference of Geneva of 1949, Volume II B, Berne, p. 44.


immunity into IHL, but here too, no improvement was achieved.\textsuperscript{304}

This thesis argues that non-State armed groups should be granted immunity from domestic prosecution for lawful acts under IHL, while the possibility for domestic prosecution of non-State armed groups starting or engaging in a conflict should remain intact, in order not to legitimize or encourage violence by non-State armed groups. And State practice has shown that the approach of combatant immunity and POW for non-State armed groups in NIAC is possible. During the conflict in the Former Yugoslavia, an agreement on the release and transfer of prisoners provided that “all prisoners not accused of, or sentenced for, grave breaches of International Humanitarian Law [...] will be unilaterally and unconditionally released”, essentially giving members of non-State armed groups POW status.\textsuperscript{305}

Similarly to the recognition of belligerency, there is no obligation to recognize combatant status. If States were free to grant recognition, it would be logical to assume that they are free in withdrawing recognition as well. This would however defeat the whole purpose of the recognition, because the incentive of non-State armed groups to comply falls away, if they fear that recognition can arbitrarily be withdrawn, even if they comply with the conditions of recognition. Withdrawal of combatant status should therefore not be undertaken arbitrarily.


\textsuperscript{305} (1992): Agreement between the Parties to the Conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina on the Release and Transfer of Prisoners, Article 3(1).
States will be reluctant to grant combatant status to non-State armed groups, arguing that the prospect of gaining full combatant status could serve as an incentive to escalate violence.\footnote{306 Melzer, Nils (2012): Bolstering the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict, p. 516.} Similarly to argumentations concerning the recognition of belligerency, the fear of lending legitimacy to these groups also plays a role. Granting combatant status furthermore has been perceived as imposing on States obligations that are inherently opposed to their security imperatives.\footnote{307 Jinks, Derek (2004): Protective Parity and the Laws of War, Notre Dame Law Review, Vol. 79, No. 4, p. 1494.} But recognition of combatant status does not infringe on the demands for military necessity. It in fact increases the legal basis for attacks on non-State armed groups, as their members become legitimate targets and their adversaries do no longer have to engage in the discussion whether members of non-State armed groups are combatants, civilians taking a direct part in hostilities, or “unlawful combatants”. In the same line of argument, much debate about the difference between IAC, NIAC and about the threshold and scope of application would be eliminated.\footnote{308 Crawford, Emily (2010): The Treatment of Combatants and Insurgents Under the Law of Armed Conflict, Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 161.} Opponents might argue that granting combatant status and subsequent POW status fails to serve as a real incentive, because “persons who resort to guerilla warfare […] face many privations and the promise of POW status is unlikely to be an inducement to restrain operations which they believe necessary for victory”.\footnote{309 Suter, Keith (1984): An International Law of Guerilla Warfare: Th Global Politics of Law-making. New York: St. Martin’s Press, p. 168.} There are those relating any expansion of coverage under IHL through changes in combatant status criteria to an increase in non-State actors deliberately non-
compliant with IHL and emboldened in their view that IHL itself is a strategic target.\textsuperscript{310}

The criminalization of non-State armed groups suppresses the incentive structure in favor of discouraging future members from taking up arms in the first place. States in this regard ignore that the very structure of IHL already discourages civilian participation in conflict. This happens for example through the fact that peaceful civilians are immune to attack, civilians at the time of fighting however are not.\textsuperscript{311} Would-be fighters assume substantial risk when taking up arms, the criminalization of them doing so thus only serves as a modest additional disincentive. The recognition of combatant immunity is no blank check and conferring it on non-State armed groups for acts lawful under IHL leaves ample room for prosecution of unlawful acts under IHL. But dealing with non-State armed groups solely under domestic law may worsen respect for humanitarian considerations.\textsuperscript{312} Furthermore, there are advantages for a State to grant combatant status to its adversary in a NIAC. Severe treatment of members of a non-State armed group deters surrender, thus encourages the members to keep up their fight and also encourages reprisals. Harsh treatment of the enemy might also undermine the morale of the own combatants and might decrease political support for the State’s effort.\textsuperscript{313} Granting combatant status improves the prospect

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{310} Zoli, Corri (2011): Humanizing Irregular Warfare, Framing Compliance for Nonstate Armed Groups at the Intersection of Security and Legal Analyses, p. 198.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
of reciprocity, not at least because non-State armed groups become more State-like and a more symmetrical relationship is established.
5 – Conclusion

How and when the ICRC can resume its activities in Afghanistan is not yet clear. But despite the difficult situation, the ICRC remains committed to its principles, its work and the protection regime of IHL. IHL infuses the violence of war with humanitarian considerations. It does not put either military success or State survival at risk. It does consequently not need to become as sensitive of State interest in further development, as some think.\textsuperscript{314} But it needs to be upheld, because the alternative of a war without limits simply is not acceptable. That IHL has its flaws is nothing new and the problems concerning its improvement have been discussed already for quite some time.\textsuperscript{315} It has been argued that the emergence of new wars, like the war on terror, or conflicts characterized by deliberate targeting of civilians, where the question of legitimate military targets becomes hard to answer, makes IHL inapplicable and necessitates a new approach.\textsuperscript{316} IHL is not a static body of law, as new norms may be developed, older norms acquire the status of Customary IHL and changing factual contexts like new military developments call for reinterpretations and improvement of existing norms. Technology is already revolutionizing how issues of armed conflict are communicated. New techno-

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
logical developments, such as autonomous weapon systems, cyber warfare and human enhancement challenge underlying assumptions of IHL, but also give rise to complex ethical questions.\textsuperscript{317} Can human enhancement and a shift to autonomous warfare reduce hatred and the spiral of violence, or does it initiate growing asymmetries, which in turn may lead to more violations of IHL? Another factor that challenges IHL is the fact that contemporary warfare takes increasingly place in urban settings. Difficulties arise from very technical legal questions and conceptual barriers, where rules do not provide clear answers to modern questions. But the basic principles are still relevant. The changing landscape of conflict nevertheless calls for a refocus of IHL away from a State-centered interpretation.

The complex issue of aid worker security far exceeds what can be discussed in this thesis. Many aspects have not been addressed in depth, while some important issues have not been brought up. Important though they are, this topic is not confined to incidents in Afghanistan, Syria and Yemen, often talked about in the press. Comparable incidents happen on a large scale in South America and on the African Continent as well.\textsuperscript{318} The question, whether current developments are only a phase or the manifestation of a trend towards more violence against aid workers, cannot ultimately be answered, even though it seems like attacks on aid workers have become a sad new standard in contemporary conflicts. Complex questions remain with regard to dilemmas in defining the terms combat-

\textsuperscript{317} Cyber warfare in the context of occupation, for example, challenges the notion of effective control and thereby the rules determining occupation themselves. ICRC (2016): Generating respect for the law: An appraisal, International Review of the Red Cross, Vol. 98, No. 2, War and security at sea, p. 680.

\textsuperscript{318} Stoddard, Abby; Harmer, Adele; Czwarno, Monica (2017): Aid Worker Security Report 2017, Behind the attacks: A look at the perpetrators of violence against aid workers.
ant and civilian and other designations such as direct participation in hostilities. Another issue that prompts intense debate, but cannot be elaborated upon is, whether an armed conflict can exist outside the IAC and NIAC paradigm, for example extraterritorial military operations against non-State actors or transnational armed conflicts.\textsuperscript{319} Given the prevalence of these conflicts and operations, determining the applicable legal framework is critical. Even though it would make sense, from a humanitarian point of view, to comply with IHL during all military operations, the reality is different.\textsuperscript{320}

Other problems have only risen with the proposed way forward. These include the question whether some forms of rebellion deserve to be amnestied, whereas others do not, or more generally, whether the taking up of arms itself can be pardoned. Should the use of force by non-State armed groups, a right to resistance, be allowed in cases of self-defense against grave breaches of IHL or similar threats? The absence of an international jus ad bellum for non-State armed groups makes these problems apparent. IHL insists on only concerning the jus in bello. But with regard to granting a privilege of belligerency to national liberation movements through Additional Protocol I, the jus ad bellum seems to be included in IHL.\textsuperscript{321} But this thesis is not the place to develop further on this issue.\textsuperscript{322}


\textsuperscript{320} See further: Corn, Geoffrey, S. (2011): Extraterritorial Law Enforcement or Transnational Counterterrorist Military Operations, The Stakes of Two Legal Models, pp. 23 – 44.

\textsuperscript{321} Mégret, Frédéric (2014): Should Rebels be Amnestied?, p. 537.

\textsuperscript{322} On this issue see further: Mégret, Frédéric (2008): Le droit international peut-il être un droit de résistance? Dix conditions pour un renouveau de l’ambition normative internationale, Études Internationales, Vol. 39, No. 1, pp. 39 – 62; Mégret, Frédéric (2009): Civil Disobedience and International
The consequences of a shift towards more IHRL in IHL have not been sufficiently explored. Questions remain for example with regard to circumstances in which non-State armed groups have human rights obligations and how these obligations could be enforced.\textsuperscript{323} Where non-State armed groups hold territory or exercise de facto authority over a population, it seems reasonable to argue that IHRL should be applicable to them. The ILA concluded that even though “the consensus appears to be that currently [non-State armed groups] do not incur direct human rights obligations enforceable under international law”,\textsuperscript{324} they would still be bound by jus cogens norms. As human rights norms are part of jus cogens, the ILA indicated “prohibitions of aggression, genocide, slavery, racial discrimination, crimes against humanity and torture, and the right to self-determination”\textsuperscript{325}, whereas the UN Human Rights Committee identified arbitrary deprivations of life, torture and inhuman or degrading treatment, taking hostages, imposing collective punishments, arbitrary deprivations of liberty, or deviating from fundamental principles of fair trial, including the presumption of innocence, as the peremptory norms of international law.\textsuperscript{326}


\textsuperscript{326} United Nations Human Rights Committee (2001): Derogations during a State of Emergency, CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.11, CCPR General Comment No. 29.
A set of new rules building upon a redefinition of IHL, a revision of IHL in its entirety or in the form of a new Additional Protocol seems unrealistic. Law-making processes are slow, lengthy and controversial. And even if a compromise can be found, political agendas of individual powerful States could counter these aspirations.\textsuperscript{327} Furthermore the risk remains that States would use the call for new rules to water down existing rules rather than improving upon them.\textsuperscript{328} It would be a mistake to conclude that IHL is flawless, but it would also be a mistake to assume that a new set of rules would be the solution without addressing the core issues behind the problems, namely a lack of incentives for non-State armed groups to adhere to IHL. It may seem hypocritical that the World Humanitarian Summit of 2016 envisaged “a world whose fundamental humanity is restored, a world where no one confronted by crisis dies who can be saved, goes hungry, or is victimized by conflict because there is not enough political will or resources to

\textsuperscript{327} The refusal to ratify important treaties like the United States refusing to become a party of the ICC Statute serve as a reminder of how much can actually be achieved. See: International Criminal Court (2018): The State Parties to the Rome Statute.

\textsuperscript{328} The adaptation of new law can lead to developments that soften up existing law. One example where the adaptation of new law led to developments that soften up existing law can be found in the prohibition of incendiary weapons. The use of these kinds of weapons was prohibited under the Saint-Petersburg declaration of 1868. It enshrined the prohibiting the use of of “any projectile of a weight below 400 grammes, which is either explosive or charged with fulminating or inflammable substances” (1868): Declaration Renouncing the Use, in Time of War, of Explosive Projectiles Under 400 Grammes Weight, Saint Petersburg. With the adoption of the 1980 Protocol III on Prohibitions or Restrictions of the Use of Incendiary Weapons, these weapons can be used against military personnel under certain conditions. CCW (1980): Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Incendiary Weapons (Protocol III), Geneva.
help” and that this exact lack of political remains one of the most important obstacles to IHL adherence. This call for action could however also be seen as a step in the right direction. IHL needs to be developed continually, but its current provisions still provide a strong foundation of protection. Neglecting these provisions offered by IHL would be a fatal mistake.

This thesis contends that despite the remaining, but impaired validity of traditional compliance and incentive structures, there is no real alternative other than to engage with non-State armed groups. As this thesis has shown, a severe dilemma remains in that the necessity to engage those actors directly contradicts the interests of States in general, and of those party to a NIAC in particular. Improving the safety of aid workers in contemporary armed conflict relies on accommodating the interests of non-State armed groups, as much as State interest.

With a focus on NIAC and especially the role of non-State armed groups, the proposed direction towards an improvement of the incentive structure can, hopefully, serve as impetus for further reflection. This thesis has argued that the convergence of treaty and customary IHL enables discussions about a more uniform approach to armed conflict. As has been demonstrated, there are considerable advantages of no longer making the distinction between types of armed conflict. I have shown that there remain significant barriers, one of the most important being the differing treatment of participants in NIAC. Current State practice with regard to amnesties and IHRL form a set of rules and protections that can fill in the gap between those enjoying combatant status and those taking part in activities, without having the right to do so.

Considerable backlash against the proposals has to be expected, not least because of contemporary trends with regard to national CT legislation. The ultimate aim of such proposals, protecting those who cannot protect themselves, as well as keeping those helping civilians safe, should serve as incentive enough for honest discussion. Until a more comprehensive law can be established, intermediary steps, like improving the use of amnesties, or extending POW treatment instead giving a full POW status, will help to improve the situation. Only if the benefits of the proposed granting of combatant status for non-State armed actors, who comply with IHL, are made clear, important steps towards increased aid worker security become a tangible possibility.

This thesis has demonstrated that incentives are central in understanding and influencing behavior of non-State armed groups. It is argued that there now is a development towards a customary international rule that can curtail a State’s scope of action in treating non-State armed groups. The accumulation of customary law relating to NIAC, the convergence of IHL applicable in IAC and NIAC, the protection awarded by IHRL and the practice of amnesties suggest that the extension of combatant status and POW privileges, in much the same way, as status was extended for persons involved in national liberation movements, should be possible.
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The deteriorating security situation for aid workers remains one of the vital but overlooked issues in humanitarian aid. Despite advancements in ensuring respect for International Humanitarian Law, violations of its rules remain a widespread problem. The increase in attacks against aid workers in recent years once again raises questions concerning the scope of their protection and ways to improve it. One principal reason behind this negative trend has been the shift in the nature of conflicts and the role of the “war on terror” in undermining the laws authority. Other reasons stem from internal developments of humanitarian actors, namely a lack of transparency or the cooptation of aid. This results in increased politicization and the disintegration of the civilian nature of humanitarian assistance.

There is a need to reassess the role IHL can play in keeping aid workers safe. With non-State armed groups at the center of contemporary conflicts, engaging them is not longer only an option, but becomes a necessity. Traditionally, studies have focused on why actors violate International Humanitarian Law rather than on what encourages them to respect it. Relying only on sanctions has proven to be rather ineffective. With a focus on the incentive structure of International Humanitarian Law, the author will analyze the reoccurring violations from a different angle in order to understand the rationale inducing armed groups to respect it, and to propose viable approaches for the future. There now is a development towards a customary international rule that can curtail a State’s scope of action in treating non-State armed groups. The accumulation of customary law relating to non-international armed conflict, the convergence of International Humanitarian Law applicable in international armed conflict and non-international armed conflict, the protection awarded by International Human Rights Law and the practice of amnesties suggest that the extension of combatant status and Prisoners of War privileges should be possible.

Analyzing these developments, the author proposes the application of International Humanitarian Law without making a distinction as to the source of obligation to all parties involved in a conflict, as a promising way to achieve greater adherence to International Humanitarian Law and thus a solution to keep aid workers safe.